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(\/1\<J 
ABL 
ABS 
ACC 
AUX 
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CAUS 
COMP 
CON 
OAT 
DEF 
DEM 
DIR 
05 
OU 
ERG 
FG 
GEN 
Go 
INCHOAT 
IMPER 
IMPL 
INFIN 
INST 
LOC 
MC 
NOM 
NPAST 
0/0bj 
PART 
PAST 
Pl 
PRES 
PROG 
PURP 
RC 
REDUP 
REFL 
REL 
SC 
SERIAL 
5/Subj 
Sg 
55 
SUBORD 
TG 

a']ent 
ablative 
absolutive 
accusative 
auxiliary 
access i bi I i ty hierarchy 
causative 
complementiser 
concomitant 
dative 
definite 
demonstrative 
directional 
different subject 
dua I is 
ergative 
functional grammar 
genitive 
goal 
inchoative 
imperative 
imp I icated (clause type) 
infinitive 
instrumental 
locative 
main clause 
nominative 
non-past 
object 
participle 
past tense 
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present tense 
progressive 
pur pos iv e 
relative clause 
redup Ii cation 
reflexive 
relativiser 
subordinate clause 
serialisation (affix) 
subject 
singular 
same subject 
subordinate 
transformational grammar 

1,2 and 3 refer to personal pronouns. 
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0.1 INT~ODUCTION 

ln Australian Aboriginal languages there has been a tradition of 
describing a wide range of subordinate constructions as 'adjoined 
relative clauses'. The term comes from a wel I known article by 
K. Hale with the title The Adjoined Relative Clause in Australi~ 
(Hale, 1976). Although this document contains a valuable 
analysis of a particular group of subordinate constructions, the 
label given to these clauses is somewhat confusing. 'Adjoined 
relative clause' is a convenient name, as it includes such a wide 
range of constructions. lt was therefore taken over by a large 
number of I inguists without much re-analysis of their own data. 
But as Goddard (in conversation) stated: nThe term inc I udes In 
fact a lot of constructions that are not relative clauses. And 
if it is not a relative clause, we shouldn't call it a relative 
c I a us e i " 

That a number of Aust ra Ii an I anguages make use of rea I re I at i ve 
c I auses is beyond doubt, as w i I I be shown in this paper. On the 
other hand, there are languages that use a type of subordinate 
construction that is more appro~riately described as a 
circumstantial clause. In the great majority of cases this 
circumstantial clauie can have an RC interpretation. This is the 
main reason for including these constructions in the category of 
'adjoined relative clauses'. 

In this paper the 'adjoined relative clause' wi I I be reanalysed. 
There is a need for a more subtle subcategorisation of this large 
collection of subordinate clauses. The reanalysis wi 11 be done 
along a number of parameters that were found to be recurring in 
the different language descriptions. By assigning the proper 
values to these parameters, it wi I I become clear that Aboriginal 
languages offer examples of a continuum of subordinate 
constructions. The two extremes of this continuum are shown to 
be relative clauses and circumstantial clauses. 

The 'adjoined relative clause' has traditionally been described 
in terms of Transformational Grammar. In this paper a different 
theoretical framework wi 11 be used, namely, Functional Grammar as 
developed by Dr. 5. Dik. It is important to note, however, that 
my goal is to reanalyse inguistic data containing subordinate 
clauses rather than setting up a watertight theory of these 
constructions. ln this respect I fol low the Australian (or 
Eng Ii sh) trad it i ona I approach rather than the Dutch. 

0.2 THE DATA 

For the purpose of this paper, data have been 
17 different languages. As shown on Map 1, 
Austra I ia are represented (see note 1). 

co I I ected 
most areas 

from 
of 

To put the sample of 17 in the proper context, 1 wi I I quote 
Yal lop (1982, page 29) on the number of languages in Austral ia 1n 
t h e Pa s t a n d i n t h e p r e s e n t : '' . . . b y a I I ow i n g f o r c o n s i de r a b I e 
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d i a I e c t ~ r i a t i o n w i t h i n ea c h I a n g u a ge a n d b >' ex c I u.d i n g 
alternative names for one language, we come to a figure of about 
250. Ot these, about 70 are sti I I spoken b>' 50 or more people. 
Onl>' 5 have more than 1000 speakers." Although 17 ma>' be a smal I 
percentage at the tota I, we have to rea Ii se that data on 
subordinate constructions trom most I a n s u a s e s are not read i I>' 
available. 

In the stud>' of language universals, a number of criteria are 
es tab Ii shed to ensure that the samp Ie at I anguages used in a 
particular stud>' is of an acceptable variet)'. The sample should 
be varied in terms of (1) genetics, (2) geograph>' and (3) 
t)'pology (Comrie, 1981). A few words of Justification form)' own 
choice at languages ma>' be appropriate. 

(1) According to the classification given by Yallop (1982, page 
45-47) 12 ot our languages belong to different fami I ies or 
groups. Two are not I isted as "principle languages, sti I I 
spoken", name!>', Ngi)'ambaa and Yidin)'. Later in the text 
Yidinic is referred to as a separate fami I>'. The 3 remaining 

I a n s ue s e s be I ong to the same tam i I y or group; they are 
Ya n k u nv t j a-t j a r a , Yindibarndi and Warlbiri. The latter 3 are, 
however, quite tar apart in terms of geography and typology. 

(2) It is clear from Map 1 that our sample is 1safe1 with 
regard to the geographical spread. This criterion is important 
in distinguishing between genetic characterics and diffusion. 

(3) The major typological classification in Australia is the 
distinction between suffixing (Pama-Nyungan) and prefixing (non 
Pama-Nyungan) languages. Four languages are non-Pama-N>'ungan: 
Ungar i nJ in, Ti w i, Maung and Manga ra>' i. The others are Pama 
N)'ungan. Further, DJapu be I o n s s to a group of I anguages in the 
north eastern corner of Arnhemland that are difficult to classify. 
They form a pocket at suffixing languages surrounded by prefixing 
tami I ies. For more detai I on the t)'pological spread I refer to 
Yal lop (1982) 

Finally, Yal lop includes the tol lowing languages in a I isting of 
the 25 major Aust ra Ii an I anguages: Ti w i, Western Desert 
(incl. Yankun)'tjatjara), YindJibarndi, Warlbiri and Aranda (incl. 
KaititJ). On the other hand, languages such as Gumbainggir, 
Ngiyambaa and Yidiny are extinct or nearly extinct. 

0.3 SUMMARY 

In chapter 1 some aboriginal examples of Relative Clauses wi I I be 
compared to English examples, to come to a functional definition 
of a Relative Clause (RC). The definition comes from Comrie 
(1981) and has proved to be useful in typological research. 
Comparing Aboriginal languages to a t)'pological standard with 
respect to RCs w i I I make us rea Ii se that the Abar i g i na I case is 
not so straightforward. An example of this is the application of 
the Ac c e s s i b i Li t v Hierarchy to Dv i r b a l . as discussed by Dik 
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19W' 
(1980). However, there are more basic differences and tor this 
reason an inventory of types is undertaken and set out in 
chapters 2 and 3. 

Chapter 2 gives some examples trom different languages of RC-like 
constructions and subsequently otters the range of subordinate 
constructions ot one particular language, Diyari (Austin, 1981a). 
Swit7,-reterence is discussed at the same time, as this is a 
w i de\pread phenomenon in Aust ra Ii an subordinate constructions. 
Goddard (forthcoming) gives an interesting alternative view on 
switch-reference in his discussion of YankunytJatJara. 

ln chapter 3 the inventory is examined in more detai along a 
number of parameters., such as the poss i b Ie interpretations ot a 
subordinate clause (SC), its place of occurrence in the main 
clause (MC), whether the SC is case-marked, whether it uses a 
finite or non-finite verbal form and its relation to the 
Accessibi I ity Hierarchy. These parameters wi 11 be discussed 
ind iv i dua I I y ti rst and then re I ated to each other to show their 
interaction and correlations. Hale)s article on adjoined 
relative clauses wi I I be discussed throughout this chapter. 

In the short chapter 4, the observations wi I I be summarised. The 
analysis at the values ot parameters indicates that there are two 
extremes with a range ot constructions 1n between. 
YankunytJatJara makes use of both these two extremes: 
circumstanti~I clauses and RCs. 

In chapter 5 these two types of clauses wi I I be described within 
the theory at Funct i ona I Grammar (FG), as sate I Ii tes of 
Circumstance and RCs. lt w i I I be shown how both are produced in 

·'·'.1 FG[which will determine their different status. The difference 
in· place of occurrence wi I I be explained along FG constituent 
ordering principles. Finally, al I the constructions that tal I in 
between sate I I ites of Circumstance and RCs are analysed according 
to the parameters and related to the different components of FG. 

ln chapter 6 two alternative historical developments 
proposed, and the I iterature of the relation between 
phrases and RCs wi I I be discussed. Dixon (1969) 
relationship in a TG model. Eades (1976) proves him 
suggests to fol low Si I verste in (1976). Finally a 
approach w i I I be examined and suggestions w i I I be 
analyse the diachronic development of RCs. 

w i I I be 
possessive 
puts this 
wrong and 
functional 
given to 
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1. D TYPOLO~Y 

In this section we wi I I discuss the notion of )relative 
clause) (RC) in a context wider than the Australian The 
name )relative clause) has been given to a variety of subordinate 
constructions and we need therefore to have a working 
definition, to make sure that the notion of RC as employed 
in this paper is a clear one from the start. 

RCs can differ considerably in syntactic properties in different 
languages. This can be i I lustrated clearly with an example that 
shows a subordinate clause in an Aboriginal language that may 
be translated with an RC 1n English. The example is from 
Kaititj (Hale, 1976): 

(1) agir-w aying uNthu-ran, artuyi-1-ar wi-nhi-w 
kangaroo-DAT !:NOM seek-PROG, man-ERG-COMP shoot-PAST-DAT 

JI am looking tor the kangaroo that the man shot.) 

( see note 2 tor spe I Ii n s conventions) 
This is a strai9htforward example 1n that it is directly 
translatable into an English RC. Mostly, however, the SC 1n an 
Aboriginal language must appear sentence-finally and cannot be 
) attracted) into the sentences as in Eng Ii sh 

(2) )The man who shot the kan9aroo was cookin9 the meat.) 

Moreover there is often an alternative to an SC construction as 
in (1), namely one with an non-finite rather than a finite 
verb. In Warlbiri, tor example, there is an infinitive or 
nominalised construction such as (Hale, 1976): 

( 3) NgatJu ka-rna-rla 
I AUX 

kurdu-ku mari-tJara-mi 
chi Id-DAT gr i et-lNCHOATIVE-NOM-PAST 

wanti-njtja-wana-ku 
ta I 1-lNFlN-COMP-DAT 

) I teel sorry for the chi Id that tel I 

Althou9h the Warlbiri example and 
quite different syntactically, 

its En9I ish translation 
they fulfil the 

are 
same 

semantic function, namely narrowing down the potential 
reference of the term !5.!:d!:.Q!:d "c l- l Id' to the one 'that tel I). So 1n 
both sentences the RC has a restrictive function. 

Syntactically these constructions differ a lot between lan9uages. 
We can conclude from these types of examples that a 
functional/semantic detinition is to be preferred over a 
syntactic one (Comrie, 1981). This is especially so when speaking 
in terms of typology and language universals>which are supposed 
to cover not on I y Eng Ii sh and Abar i g i na I I anguages but preferab I y 
al I other languages as wel I. ln addition, Comrie (1981) assumes 
that the restrictive RC is more central to the notion of RC than 
its non-restrictive counterpart, the latter being a clause that 
gives extra information on the term it qua Ii ti es rather than 
restricting its potential reference. 
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A clear example of· the difference between restrictive and 
restrictive RCs (from Mal I inson & Blake 1981) would be: 

non- 

(4a) Al I teachers, who have been sacked, are to attend a protest 
meeting. 

(46) Al I teachers who have been sacked are to attend a protest 
meeting. 

In (4a) al I teachers are to attend the protest meeting and 
uwho have been sackedu is a piece of extra information, whereas 
1n (4b) only the teachers who have been sacked are to attend the 
meeting. 

1.1 A DEFINITION 

A definition at RCs, as follows from the previous discussion, 
could be that an RC is a restricting clause that narrows down the 
potential range at referents indicated by a particular term. 
This particular term is cal led the Head ot the RC. This 
definition wi I I be used as it has shown to be fruitful in the 
research in typo I ogy in a wide variety of I anguages. 

Two points have to be made in relation to~. the definition. 
Firstly, the definition as given by Comrie (1981) also includes 
participia I constructions such as ))passengers I eav i ng on f Ii ght 
738 proceed to the departure loungeu. This type at construction 
is comparable to certain participial constructions in a number at 
Abar i g i na I I anguages, as we w i I I see , n I a ter sections. Note here 
that, although syntactically there is a difference with what is 
usually seen as an RC (namely a finite clause), semantically or 
functionally the participial construction plays the same role as 
as a restrictive RC, and can in tact be paraphrased by an RC. 
Furthermore even restrictive adjectives are compatible with the 
current definition, as in uthe good students al I passed their 
e xe m i ne t l o n ? • The latter will not be discussed in this paper. 

The second point to be made concerns the definition in relation 
to Aboriginal languages. One at the major ideas from Hale (1976) 
will be echoed in this paper, namely that most Aboriginal 
languages do not make use of subordinate constructions that would 
tit into the category at 1head and restricting clause'. There 
is, however, some evidence to support the hypothesis that certain 
subordinate constructions are developing into RC constructions 
tailing under our definition. 

From now on, the term 'RC' w i I I be used to indicate the semantic 
notion as defined by Comrie. This implies that 'RC' refers to an 
interpretation at an SC rather than to a syntactic notion. In 
the majority of languages 'RC' represents only one of the 
possible interpretations ot a certain SC construction. It it 
represents the only interpretation, the SC itselt is also 
referred to as 'RC'. 
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1. 2. 1 ACC~SlBlLITY HIERARCHY 

Cross-I inguistical ly there 
ease with which constituents 

is evidence for a 
can be relativised. 

hierarchy 

SUBJECT> DIRECT OBJECT> NON-DIRECT OBJECT> POSSESSOR 

(Comrie 1981) 

of 

Subjects, therefore, are assumed to be most eas i I y re I at iv i sed. 
On the other hand, possessor constituents are I east eas i I y 
accessible to RC formation. I wi I I give a few examples here, 
showing relativisation of subject, of direct object and of 
possessor respectively (an instance of 
object was not available from the data). 
From Bandjalang (Crowley, 1978): 

relativised non-direct 

(5) mal i-yu baygal-u banga-na: (-yu) mala dya:dyam-i 
that-A man-A kick-REL (-A) that-0 child-0 
mala dubay 
that-0 woman-0 

1The man who kicked the child saw the woman.; 

nya:ni 
see-PAST-DEF 

From Tiwi (Osborne, 1974): 

(6) ngerepeman i kukwaR i J 1 i keReman i 
I-saw pit-0 he-made 

;I saw the pit he made.; 
(ln this example /e/ stands for schwa.) 

From Pitta-Pitta (Blake, 1979): 

(7) nhatyi-ka nga-thu 
see-PAST I-ERG 
thuka-la-ka-nha 
take-CAUS-PAST-ACC 

;I saw the kid whose boomerang you took.; 

walka-nha tyira-nha in-tu 
kid-ACC boamerang-ACC you-ERG 

Furthermore if a particular language can relativise non-direct 
objects, it is supposed to relativise direct objects and subjects 
as well. Or in more general terms, if in a particular language a 
certain relativization strategy is applicable to a constituent of 
the accessibi I ity hierarchy (AH), the strategy should be 
applicable ta all constituents higher up 1n the AH. Every 

I anguage has its own cut-off point on the AH. Every I anguage can 
relativise constituents ta a certain point on the AH and al I 
constituents ta its left but none to its ri~t. This is a strong 
claim and has been the reason for same discussion about whether 
certain languages are counterexamples to the AH or whether the AH 
should be re-written as a weaker universal. ln the next section 
one such example, from Austral ia, wi 11 be examined. ln this 
case, hawever,there wi I I be na need ta change the strong version 
of the universal. 
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1.2.2. DYlRBAL AND THE AH: AN EXAMPLE 

Dik (1980) discusses the case of Dyirbal as a possible 
counterexample to the theory of the AH. ln Dyirbal only 
absolutive NPs can be freely relativised, but ergative NPs 
cannot. lt the ergative is interpreted as Subject and the 
absolutive is interpreted as Object, Oyirbal is a counterexample 
(Comrie and Keenan, 1977). Translated into AH terminology we are 
here confronted with a language that relativises direct objects 
freely, but cannot relativise subjects. Comrie)s claim that it a 
certain language relativises a certain constituent on the AH, it 
relativises all constituents to its left, would not be valid 1n 
the case of Dy i rba I. However, there is evidence to suggest that 
in Oyirbal it is the absolutive case rather than the ergative 
that represents the subject. Comrie and Keenan (1977) already 
suggest that in Dyirbal the absolutive may be re-analysed as 
such. Consider the to I I owing theory on the deve I opment of 
ergative systems, as translated into FG terminology, We can 
safely conclude that Dyirbal is not a counterexample to the AH. 

The theory assumes 
nominative-accusative 
Cc m p a r e; 

(Ba) John (NOM) hit the dog (ACC). 
(Sb) The dog (NOM) was hit by John (OBLIQUE). 

ln a nominative-accusative system (Ba) would be the standard way 
of describing the ac:tion of JJohn hitting the dog). (Sb), on the 
other hand, would be a more marked way ot expressing the same 
meaning. ln ac:tive-passive pairs the passive is often the more 
marked c:onstruc:tion. Note also the indic:ation of c:ases 1n the 
example. 

It is assumed now that 1n many Aboriginal languages a 
Jmarkedness-shitt) has oc:c:urred with the result that (86) became 
the normal, less marked way of communic:ating the ac:tion of JJohn 
hitting the dog). Case-marking remains the same: 1b~ g_g9 in 
nominative (or absolutive) and (g_~l Jgbn in what is cal led the 
ergative. This markedness-shitt is of c:ourse only possib~e with 
transitive sentenc:es, as intransitives have no passive 
counterpart. 

lt (86) becomes the unmarked expression, (Ba) wi 11 in fac:t become 
redundant and w i I I ti na I I y disappear. There w i I I be pressure to 
reinterpret constructions such as (86) as active, as the 
opposition between active and passive has been lost. 

ln FG the 

that ergative systems may 
systems in the to I I owing 

markedness-shitt and the 
passive as active 
objec:t assignment. 
represented as to I I o u s : 

can be explained 
reinterpretation of 

in terms ot subject 
A nominative-ac:c:usative 

develop out of 
way (Dik,1979). 

system can 

the 
and 
be 
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( I ) Active (unmarked) 

intr. V(xl) AgSubj 
NOM 

tr . V ( x 1) AgSubj (x2) GoObj 
NOM ACC 

Passive (marked) 

Vpass(x2) GoSubj (xl) Ag 
NOM OBLIQUE 

(For a short out\ ine of FG, see Appendix) 
When the markedness-shift has taken place the active-transitive 
construction wi I I no longer be used and disappears, whereas the 
passive becomes unmarked. 

( I I ) 
intr. 

tr. 

The next 
results in 

( I 11 ) 

intr. 

tr. 

Active (marked) 
V(xl) AgSubj 

NOM 

V(xl) AgSubj 
NOM 

V(xl) AgSubj (x2) GoObj 
OBLIQUE NOM 
(=ERG) (=ABS) 

Passive (unmarked) 

Vpass(x2) GoSubj (xl) Ag 
NOM OBLIQUE 

step, the reinterpretation of the passive 
the fol lowing situation: 

as active, 

Active Passive 

An important detai I in this process is that the agentive phrase 
(xl) Ag is reinterpreted as subject and (x2) Go as object. In 
(8b) then 1bg QQ9 would be reinterpreted as object and the 
agentive phrase Q~=JQbD as subject. 

We can now apply this theory to Oyirbal According to Dik (19B0) 
Oyirba\ is a nominative-accusative language with 
passive construction and no active-transitive 
anymore. The agentive phrase is not yet reinterpreted 
In FG Oyirba\ can be represented as in (Il). 

an unmarked 
counterpart 
as subject. 

Thus, the abso\utive NPs in Dv l r b a l are still to be seen as 
subject. We can conclude then that Oyirba\ is compatible with the 
AH. 
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2.0 THE I-.iENTORY OF TYPES 

Relative clause constructions seem to vary considerably amongst 
the different languages and are a recent development, according 
to Dixon (1980). In the prefixing language Maung, for example, 
the article can be used as a relative pronoun (Capel I & Hinch, 
1970). 

( 9) 

This seems a straightforward instance of an RC. ln most 
languages, however, the examples are less straightforward. We 
w i I I use the more gener a I term I sub or d i nat e c I au se 1 ( SC ) u n t i I 
the reanalysis has cleared up the status of these constructions. 

In KunJen interrogative forms are used to mark SCs with finite 
verbs (Sommer, 1972). These forms have a clear semantic content 
in addition to their syntactic function. The interrogative form 
§!D~!J 1what?1 functions as a relativizer and semantically 
indicates that the speaker is somehow responsible for the 
validity of the expression, either by having been an eyewitness 
or by attesting something uni versa I I y accepted ( tor examp Ie a 
cu I tura I myth) . 

(10) 

dja 
the 
dja 
the 

1The 

a r a r sib i dja gard i murnangan i da wa Ii dj 
man /the he-it-brings-back the food/ 

rubiya 
money 
man who brings back the food gets the money. 1 

ginima 
he-it-gets 

inh pigipig fence adhen anen ubma-r e9ng adhen 
meat pig fence my REL break-down-PAST food my 
idya-r 
eat-PAST 

1The pig that I attest broke down my fence, ate al I my 
vegetables.1 

edndelay 
completely 

Warlbiri SCs are introduced by a special complementizer k~1Jê- 

( 11) ngatJulu-rlu rna yankiri pantu-rnu, kutJa-lpa ngapa nga-rnu 
I-ERG I emu spear-PAST COMP-AUX water drink- 

PAST 
i I speared the emu which was drinking water. J 

I I speared the emu whi le it was drinking water. } 

These examples show three languages, unrelated in geographic and 
genetic terms, using the same type of construction. These 
examples are fairly typical for Aboriginal SCs, particularly the 
poss i bi Ii ty of more than one interpretation, as in the War I bi r i 
example (11). In addition to finite SCs, a number of languages 
have either participial or infinitive constructions that fulfil 
the same function. 

Before examining the parameters along which we can view the 5Cs 
in more detai I, we wi I I first discuss a syntactic feature 
referred to as 1switch-reference1 that occurs in a large number 
of languages across the continent. Switch-reference wi I I be 
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exemp I it ie~ with the system of SCs in Di v a r- i . This gives us an 
opportunity to first see the working of switch-reference and 
second to have a closer look at the inventory of SCs in one 
particular language. 

Subsequently, an alternative view on switch-reference wi I I be 
presented which wi I I lead to the interesting conclusion that halt 
the clauses using switch-reference can be interpreted as 
circumstantial clauses. 

2.1 SWITCH-REFERENCE 

Switch-reference is a system of marking the verb to indicate 
whether the subject or agent in the subordinate clause is the 
same as in the main clause, or different. The following example 
comes from Pitjantjatjara (from Yallop, 1962): 

(12) tjiki-rra-rna nyangu palunya 
drinking-I saw him 

11 saw him (while 1 was) drinking.1 

(13) nyangu-rna palunya tjiki-nyangka 
saw-1 him drinking 

11 saw him (while he was) drinking.1 

Thus -r:.r:.§ in (12) indicates that the subject is c:oreferential in 
the main and subordinate clause, whereas -n~§D9~§ in (13) 
indicates different subject. Switch-reference suffixes are 
always stuck to the subordinate verb. 

One point here needs explanation. According to Austin (1981a) 
the category subject denotes the syntactic subject, which is the 
conflation of Sand A, where S is the subject of an intransitive 
clause and A the subject of a transitive clause. This seems to 
be true for al I languages that employ switch-reference, whether 
the I anguage has an er gat i ve system throughout or a sp Ii t system 
(partly ergative, partly nominative-accusative). 

Al I languages that have some form of switch-reference are spoken 
in a geographically continuous area, stretching from the west 
coast across to South Austral ia, the southern part of the 
Northern Territory and Western Queensland (see Map 2). Not al I 
of these languages have switch-reference for the same subordinate 
c I a use types as Di v a r- i. To the north and south of the area in 
which swith-reference occurs, it is only used in SCs that can be 
interpreted as RCs. 

2.1.1 DIYARI 

Switch-reference can be clearly exemplified by a language from 
north east South Australia, Oiyari, as described in Austin 
( 1961 b ) . D i ya r i ma k es use o t s u t t i x es t or I same subject ' ( S S ) and 
1 di tferent subject' (OS). lt has different sets of such suft i xes 
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tor two d~ferent clause types: 

(i) implicated clauses: the state of affairs expressed in the 
subordinate clause occurs after, or is imp\ icated by, the state 
of affairs described in the main clause. This category includes 
purposive, consequential and temporal SCs. Out of context 
sentences can have either of these interpretations, as in: 

(14) punthapuntha mindi-yi, 
mouse-ABS run-PRES 

pangka-nhi 
bed-LOC 

widi-lha 
enter-IMPL(55) 

(Iha lMPL(SS) indicates the implicated suffix tor same subject) 

Purposive='The mouse runs to get into bed.' 
Consequentia\:'The mouse runs and gets into bed.' 
Tempora\:'The mouse runs before getting into bed.' 

(ii) relative clauses: this type of SC can have a number of 
different interpretations. It can specify the time-setting, the 
reason, a possibility or condition, or it can be interpreted as a 
restrictive or non-restrictive RC. Again ,out of context, these 
clauses can have more than one of these interpretations, such as 
in: 

(15) thanal i war la nganka-rna, thalara marda kuda-rna 
they-ERG nest-ABS make-REL(SS) rain stone-ABS put-PART 
ngari-yi warla-nhi 
go-down-PRES nest-LOC 

(rna REL(SS) indicates the suffix tor same subject) 

Time='When/After 
it. J 

1Having made the nest, they put the rain stone in it.J 
Co n d i t l o n t v Lf they make the nest, they put the rain stone in it.' 
RCs:1They, who make/made the nest,put the rain stone in it.' 

'They put the rain stone in the nest(,) which they make/made. 1 

they made the nest, they put the rain stone in 

As can be seen in these examples, switch-reference is~re\atively 
simple device to keep track ot the relationships between the 
nominal constituents in the different clauses. Note that the 
coreferential term is mostly only expressed once, and occurs 1n 
the first clause in the sentence whether main or subordinate. 

Even in cases ot multiple subordination, including combinations 
of both types of subordinate clauses, switch-reference makes it 
unambiguously clear who the agent or subject 1s. 

2. 1. 2 VERB-5ERIAL15ATION IN YANKUNYTJATJARA 

Goddard (forthcoming) has put forward an alternative view in 
respect to switch-reference in Yankunytjatjara. He describes 55 
(same subject) switch-reference as verb-serialisation, whereas 05 
(different subject) constructions are re-analysed as 
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c i r cum s ta ~i a I 
Section 3.2. 

clauses. The I at ter w i I I be discussed I a ter in 

Ve r b - s e r i a I i s a t i o n I s d e f i n e d a s JJ c ons t r u c t i o n s i n w h i ch v e r b s 
sharing a common argument are merely Juxtaposed with no 
intervening complementisers or conjunctions'' (Foley and Van 
Valin (1984) in Goddard). Goddard distinguishes )loose 
serialisation' and )tight serialisation). Tight serialisation 
involves not more than two verbs that belong to a single 
intonation group. The verbs cannot be separated with a pause or 
any intervening mater ia I . The ser ia I form a I ways precedes the 
finite form. 

(16) ngayulu Maudie-ku ngura-ngka yanku-la ngari-ngu 
1-ERG Maudie-GEN camp-LOC go-SERIAL I ie-PAST 

JJ went and stayed at MaudieJs place.' 

Tight serialisations are treated syntactically as simple verbs, 
for example, in nominalisations for the purpose of SC formation. 
ln semantic terms they indicate a compound action .. Another 
example of this is n~akula wantima )see and leave alone = 
ignore). 

Loose serialisation may involve any number of verbs. They are 
commonly set off from one another by pause and intonation. 
Furthermore, each verb may have its own arguments as we 11 as 
arguments in common with the other verb. The subject is a I ways a 
common argument. The ser ia I form may precede or to I I ow the main 
verb, as in respectively 

( 1 7) mun u- I i Mi m i I i - I a 
and-lDU-NOM Mimi Ii-LOC 
lntalka-ku-lta 
lndulkana-PURP-and then 

)And having slept at Mimi i, in the morning u a ' 11 go off to 
l rï d rr l k e n a ; :' 

ngari-ra, mungawinki 
Ii e-SERIAL morning 

maa-yana-nyi, 
away-go-PRES 

(18) papa pala mira-nyi, walytja 
dog-NOM Just there cry out-PRES owner-ACC 

"Tb a t dog is crying out, not being able to 

pur tu nyaku-la 
in vain see-SERIAL 
see (its) owner.) 

According to Goddard these serial constructions are found 
extensively 1n the languages described by Austin in terms of 
switch-reference. The following instance of loose serialisation 
is from Oyari. lt was treated by Austin as an example of an RC. 
lt is clear, however, that this construction is not compatible 
with our definition of RC. 

(19) kanku-kanku nhawu wapa-yi, ngapiri wanhthi-wanhthi-rna 
REDUP-boy-ABS 3sgNFS go-PRES father-ABS REOUP-search-SERIAL 

)The boy goes looking for (his) t a t b e r v " 

(IN 3sgNFS, NFS is the abbreviation for Non-Feminine Subject) 
The s e r i a I i sa t i o n ma r k e r - r. !J. ê. w a s I a bel I e d a s a s ub o r d i na t e - s am e - 
subject suft ix. This Di yar i sentence does not eas i I y trans I ate 
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into an ~-construction. Note furthermore the similarity 
example (16) trom YankunytjatJara. 

with 

l wi 11 come back to GoddardJs article 1n a 
circumstantial clauses. 

later section 

ln the next chapter we wi I I analyse al I the constructions 
have been I ab ell e d as J r e I at i v e c I au se s J i n terms o t a number 
parameters. This is essential in the process ot coming 
conclusions about which constr~ctions are RCs, which are RC-I 
and which are something else. 

on 

Apart trom switch-reference and verb-serialisation, l have given 
here the types ot subordinate constructions, found in Diyari, 
which go beyond our notion ot RC as defined by Comrie. As 
mentioned in section 1.1 the notion of RC represents, in the 
majority of languages, only one of the possible interpretations 
ot a certain construction. As the whole construction is usually 
labelled 'relative clause), the term "r e l a t i v e c l a u s e ' has a 
slightly different meaning in every language description looked 
at tor the purpose ot this study. 

that 
ot 
to 

ike 
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3.0 PARAMETERS 
g,- 

Austra Ii an Abor i 9 i na I I anguages have a wide range of subordinate 
c o n s t r u c t i o n s o t w h i ch a numb e r ar-e co m pa r ab I e t o o u r n ot i o n o t 
RCs, as defined in section 1.1. Comparisons can be made in more 
deta i I a I ong the to I I owing parameters: 

possible interpretations of 5Cs 

p I ace in the MC - marg i na I or embedded 

i) case-marking ot 5Cs 

iv) use of finite and non-finite verbal forms 

( V) cut-off point n the AH 

This set of parameters to I I owed from a comparative study ot 
parameters used by the various I inguists in the description of 
5Cs in Aboriginal languages. Languages that have been 
investigated are Ii sted in tab Ie 1 and set out against these 
parameters. 

Initially the parameters wi 11 be discussed separately as if 
act independently from one another. Later we wi I I include 
correlations between the different values of the parameters. 

they 
the 

3.1 POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS 

Diyari, as discussed in section 2.1.1, is certainly not an 
exception in having more than one possible interpretation for its 
subordinate constructions. Almost al I languages investigated tor 
this paper have at least one alternative to the RC 
interpretation. Diyari is in fact typical in that the SC can 
indicate the time-setting in which the state-of-affairs of the MC 
occurs. ln addition a conditional interpretation is often 
possible. This implies that the actual meaning of such an SC 1n 
Aboriginal languages is a lot less strictly defined than SCs 1n 
Eng Ii sh, for examp Ie. Eng I i sh, therefore, needs more than one 
translation tor one particular utterance ot such a subordinate 
clause 1n an Aboriginal language. 

ln table 1 1 have mentioned RC, temporal and conditional as 
possible interpretations. These are the most widely occurring 
ones. ln addition languages may include interpretations such as 
causal, circumstantial or contrast in their semantic range ot 
one particular construction, i.e. one particular affix or 
c o mo l e m e n t i s e r . One ot the Warlbiri infinitive (or nominalised) 
types has an RC interpretation with strong causa I connections. 
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( 20) nga tj~ka-r na-.r I a k ur du-ku mar i -tja r i +rn i , want i -nj tja- 
I AUX chi Id-DAT gr iet-INCHOAT-NPAST tal 1-INFIN- 
warnu-ku 
COMP-DAT 

,I am sorry tor the child that tell., 

Also in Warlbiri we find instances of a type of circumstantial 
c I au se that does not n e ces sar i I y need a cons t i tu ent co-re teren t i a I 
with an MC constituent. For example 

( 21) 

The SC indicates the circumstance under which "we sit", rather 
than a specific time setting, cause or whatever. In this example 
there is no constituent co-referential in MC and SC. However, in 
instances 1n which there are co-referential NPs, a similar 
interpretation 1s possible, as in 

(22) 

nga I i pa k a+ r- I i pa yutjuku-r I a n j i na-mi , 
we AUX shelter-LOC sit-NPAST 
puru 
COMP 

,We (pl.incl.) (will) sit 1n the shelter while it rains. 

ngatjulu-rlu rna yankiri 
I-ERG AUX-I emu 

ngapa 
rain 

wanti-njtja 
tal 1-INFIN- 

pantu-rnu, kutja-lpa ngapa 
spear-PAST COMP-AUX water 

nga-rnu 
drink 

PAST 
,I speared the emu while it was drinking water.i 

This example has been translated with ~bllg here, as this 
probably comes closest to a circumstantial interpretation. As 
seen in 2.0 the alternative was a translation 1b§1, an RC 
interpretation. Both are accepted as proper translations at this 
one construction. Pitta-Pitta otters us a comparable example: 

(22) a. v a i u+ nb e inpa tharupali-ka-maru, nga-thu wiri thawi-ka 
speech-ACC you-NOM speak-PAST-CON I-ERG LIKE s e i I I -PAST 

,I almost spilled it with you talking., 

The English translation here is as ,vague' as the actual Pitta 
Pitta utterance. The SC may indicate a time setting, ('when you 
were talking') or a causal connection ('because you were 
talking'), (an RC interpretation is unacceptable because of the 

I ack of co-referent ia I canst i tuents). We have to rea Ii se that 
these interpretations are dependent on context. No utterance 
appears on its own ( except in a Ii ngu i st ic context). Whatever 
the context, ,you were talking' is referring to the circumstance 
under which 'l almost spilled it'. Similarly, ,I speared the 
kangaroo' under the circumstance that I it was drinking water'. 
In different contexts, or in other words under different 
circumstances, it may be interpreted as an RC, tempora I or 
sometimes conditional. The problem with different 
interpretations is caused by the tact that we try to grasp the 
meaning in well sounding English translations. Let us not forget 
though that the different interpretations are required in the 
language into which these constructions are translated, in 
English, whereas in Warlbiri and Pitta-Pitta it is still only one 
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' 
PARAMETERS- interpretations 

NP- T- Condi- 
LANGUAGES Rel. Rel. tional 

place in MC 
marg. embed. 

case 
marking 

finite non-finite cut-oft 
point in AH 

(see note 3) 

Bandjalang + + + + + + opt. t(?) +(?) Dir.Obj. 
Oiyari + A + A + + - - + - Not relevant 
Oyapu + A + A + + - - + + lndir.Obj. 
Oyirbal + ( +) - + + + - + Subj. 
Gumbainggir + A + A + + t(?) N:t/S:- + + <Dir.Obj.) 
Kaititj + ? ? ( +) + ( + ) + ? ? 
Kunjen + + + + + - + + lndir.Obj.(?) 
Mangarayi + + ? + - - + - Subj.(?) 
Maung + A + A + + - - + -(?) Subj.(?) 
Ngiyambaa + A + A + + - - + + l nd ir. Obj. (?) 
YankunytjatJara + - (?) -(?) -(?) + + + + ? 
Pitta-Pitta + A + + + ? + + -(?) Poss. 
Tiwi + + t + - - + ? ? 
Ungarinjin t t t t - - + ? ? not relevant 
Warlbiri + A + A ( + ) + - - + + ? not relevant 
Yidiny + A ( +) A ( + ) t - ? - + Subj. 
YindJibarndi + A + + + ? + + + Subj. 

TABLE 1. 17 languages and their SC behaviour according to a number of parameters. 

A = the same expression for both interpretations 
)= not so frequently used or under certain conditions 



expressi~ at a particular SC. This is an important reason why 
we should try and tind one suitable English equivalent tor these 
constructions rather than a range ot possible equivalents trom 
which we have to choose. This one equivalent can be a more or 
less proper translation or a I inguistic notion such as 
)circumstantial clause). In some cases a not so proper English 
translation which is, however, a good equivalent may even be 
preferred. lt the translation is not perfectly correct English 
but represents the proper equivalent, it becomes clear that there 
is a ditterence in the construction between the two languages. My 
feeling is that in such a situation we get closer to linguistic 
rea Ii ty staying c I ose to the construction to be trans I ated. 1 n 
the end our goal is to tind the real meaning at the original 
construction and not so much to ti nd a per tect Eng Ii sh 
translation. Hale (197b) makes suggestions to look in this 
direction. 

In his wel I-known article of 197b, Hale studies Australian SCs, 
and labels the types we have investigated as 1adjoined relative 
clauses). The main reasons for the term )adjoined), as already 
mentioned, are the marginal place the SCs seem to take with 
respect to the MC, as wel I as their loose syntactic and semantic 
connections with an MC nominal constituent. Hale analyses these 
constructions in terms of two major notions: NP-relative and T- 
relative interpretation. We have been cal I ing them respectively 
RC-interpretation ( to I I owing the definition) and tempora I 
interpretation. Apart from these two, interpretations such as 
conditional, causal, and so on are recognised and in fact, as 
Hale states: "lt is abundantly clear, in any event, that the 
acceptibi I ity of a relative clause does not depend upon its 
ab i Ii ty to receive a Tr-r e I at i ve or NP-re I at i ve interpretation. JJ 
In the following example neither interpretation is possible and 
it has to be translated with what Hale calls Ja contrastive 
para I Ie I' to the state-of-affairs expressed in the MC. Note that 
the same complementiser k~1jê is used which often represents NP 
or T-relatives. 

(23) kutja-ka-lu yuwali nganti-rni tjurlpu panu-kari-rli kankarlu 
COMP-AUX nest bui I d-NPAST bi rd many-other-ERG up 
watiya-rla, marna-ngka ka-njanu tjinjtjiwarnu-rlu nganti-rni 
tree-LOC spin i tex-LOC AUX-REFL j i n j i war nu-ERG bui I d-NPAST 
yutjuku-pardu 
shelter-DIMINUTIVE 

) Whereas many other birds bui Id a nest up in a tree, the 
jinjiwarnu (bird sp.) builds itself a small shelter in the 
s e i n i f e x grass.) 

Example (23) shows us again that in this type of construction 
a co-referential NP is not a necessity. This implies that in the 
range at SCs using complementiser k~1j§ we are getting further 
away from our notion of RC. Again the SC here actually describes 
a circumstance in which the state-at-affairs at the MC takes 
place. In English this instance is best reflected with a 
contrastive )whereas). Another example of an 1adjoined relative 
clause) that is fairly remote from our definition of RC is given 
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below. 1 tew-is an instance at enab I i ng condition: 

(24) nJampu 
this 

kutJa-ka-rna tJunma marda-rni 
COMP-AUX knife have-NPAST 

ngatjulu-rlu, 
I-ERG 

ngula 
so 

kapi-rna-tJu ngatjulu-rlu-lku patji-rna 
AUX-REFL 1-ERG-now/then cut-NPAST 

'l have this knife, so 
)Now that I have this 

I am going to cut myself. J or 
knife, 1 am going to cut myself.) 

How wide the range o f di f terent interpretations is has not been 
investigated as yet. 

Hale warns us not to accept the distinction between NP- and T 
relative as 'a discrete and clear-cut one'. He is in tact very 
sceptical about the approach and expects this two-way distinction 
to be too simple,as can be seen in the last two examples. 

Most I inguists have tol lowed the example set by Hale: they make 
use of the notions of NP-relative and T-relative and then give us 
a warning that the distinction is in tact not sutticient to 
tu I I y des c r i be a I I SC s o t th i s type . It i s thereto re often 
necessary to classify these 5Cs as circumstantial clauses instead 
of NP-and T-relatives. 

To show the relativity ot the English interpretations given to 
t h e e x amp I e s i n th i s pap e r , a quo t e t r om Ha I e ( 197 6 ) : J) • • • o n e 
might expect to +ind, tor example, that any reasonable connection 
between the clauses would render a complex sentence acceptable, 
provided that the connectiqn had some communicative value.n The 
communicative value may involve notions such as )relevance), 
)informativeness) and the like. Hale, in tact, found in his data 
that the RC and temporal interpretations only account tor part 
ot the observed instances of SCs in War I bi r i. 

This inventory of interpretations is probably not complete, as 
there seems to be quite a variety ot constructions. The 
situation is in fact fairly complex. Every language uses its 
range ot attixes and complementisers in ditterent ways to 
encompass al I SC +unctions. In fact, ditterent constructions 
otten share a particular attix or complementiser. This sharing 
is a language-specific characteristic. Hardly any language uses 
exactly the same sharing strategy. Table 1 shows the ways in 
which languages express RC, temporal and conditional 
interpretations and the overlap in strategies. 

Languages such as Ojapu and Oiyari have one expression tor a 
construction that can be interpreted in Eng Ii sh<lS NP-re I at i ve, T 
re I at i ve or conditional (this is indicated by A between the + 
marks). On the other hand, languages such as Bandjalang and Tiwi 
have separate expressions far these three translations. Warlbiri 
has the same expression for conditional only under certain 
conditions, whereas Pitta-Pitta has a separate suffix far 
conditionals, and sa on. Thus every language has grouped our 
interpretations 1n its own particular way. lt would be 
interesting it some regularity could be discovered in these 
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s t r a te g i eeo-. Th i s top i c how eve r w i I I 
extent that is relevant to this paper, 
particular type of SC. 

only be covered to the 
to the description ot our 

David Wilkins (in personal conversation) suggested that a certain 
hierarchy may be discovered in the use ot these strategies, 
instead ot assuming that a I I I an9uages have these interpretations 
randomly organised. Statements ot the tol lowing kind could then 
be developed: it a language has one strategy ta express both RCs 
and conditionals, then this strategy includes temporal 
interpretations. It was outside the scope ot this paper ta study 
this phenomenon. 

3.2 THE PLACE IN THE MAIN CLAUSE 

A second aspect, in which Aboriginal SCs deviate tram the usual 
typologically val id parameters tor RCs, is the place of 
occurrence in the MC. In many languages across the continent 
they are only found in the margins ot the MC, either preceding or 
tol lowing it. This is the main reason why Hale (1976) labels them 
1adjoined relative clauses1• However, in a number of languages 
SCs can be found in the middle at the main clause next to the 
canst i tuent they qua Ii + y , Instances from Ku n j e n and Maung have 
already been given in 2.0. The tol lowing example is from Dv i r b a l 
(Dixon 1972): 

(25) bayi 
the 

yari banggul 
man/ 

yuringga bagal-ngangu 
kangaroos spear-ngai-REL/ 

banagangu 
is returning 

home 
1The man who had speared kangaroos is returning hame.1 

An important question related to the matter of adjoinedness is 
whether the constituent plus RC ever form a syntactic unit tor a 
particular syntactic rule. In other words to what extent is a 
constituent and its RC a bound unit? 

In Warlbiri there is no evidence to assume that a constituent 
and its RC form a syntactic unit. Hale shows that complex terms 
consisting of a noun and an adjective are treated differently 
from a noun plus RC. In Warlpiri, the auxiliary aften occurs in 
second position in the sentence (under certain conditions). The 
first position can be ti I led by a noun or noun plus adjective, 
but not by a noun plus RC, implying that the farmer makes up one 
constituent, whereas the second does not. 

In contrast, in Dy i rba I, for examp Ie, there is evidence to assume 
that a constituent and its RC form a syntactic unit. In his 
transformational approach Dixon found that the ngai-construction 
moves a complete NP including its RC. We wil~ke this tar 
granted, as it is not relevant here ta go into the syntax at 
ngai-constructions. However, that RCs in Dv i r b a l are NP-relative 
1n the overwhelming majority ot cases and always carry the same 
case-marking as the constituent they quality, are indications at 
a stronger syntactic bond than in War I bi r i. 
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Thus the êf:,lace of occurrence of RCs or SCs seem to vary from 
strictly marginal to adjacent to the term they quality, depending 
on the particular language as wel I as the particular 
construction. 

In addition to this range of positions, a number at Aboriginal 
languages know the possibi I i t y of JreplacementJ. The RC actually 
occurs in the position where we would expect a nominal 
constituent. The expected nominal constituent, however, is not 
expressed at all. The following example is from Kaititj (Hale, 
1976) 

agir-ar ampwari-nhi-warl ng api-n 
kangaroo-COMP die-PAST-DIR you-NOM go-IMPER 

'Go up to the kangaroo that died.J 
Lit. :JGo up to- the kangaroo died.J 

(26) 

Note that §9lr. 
the directional 
'died J . Ag i r 
seems to be no 

'the kangaroo' is not marked tor directional, but 
suffix is stuck to the verb of the SC §ID2~§r.l DQl 

is the subject of this clause. Furthermore there 
intonational break. 

I decided not to take these constructions into consideration to 
avoid unnecessary complexity. l suspect that they could be 
described as a special type of RC, but this would need further 
research. 

3.3 CASE-MARKING OF SUBORDINATE CLAUSES 

Case-marking in this context refers to the tact that the SC may 
be case-marked 1n the same way as the NP it qualities. The case 
marking occurs on the subordinate verb. In this case the SC can 
always have an RC interpretation. 

We will discuss a tew languages briefly to see how case-marking 
of SCs works. These languages represent al I attested ways ot 
case-marking encountered in my sample. Approximately 50% of the 
languages don't show case-marking of their SCs. 

Ku n i e n 1s idiosyncratic in that not only its finite RCs 
are not case-marked, but the MC-canst i tuent that is qua Ii tied by 
the RC is not case-marked either. In tact, the Head of the RC 1s 
never case-marked in Kunjen. Compare example (10) in 2.0 with 
the simplex sentence (Sommer, 1972): 

(27) inh pigipig-iy 
meat pig-A 

'The pig ate al I 

egng endndelay idya-r 
food completely eat-PAST 
the food.' 

Here el9lels 'pig' is agent/subject and is 
whereas in (10) el9lel9 has the same syntactic 
not so marked. 

marked as such, 
function but is 

In addition to these finite RCs, Kunjen makes use of participial 
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RCs. The!:l!W" are an alternative way of expressing the same 
information. However, whereas the finite RCs are never marked for 
case, the participial may be. Both the case-suffixes of the 
coreferential constituent of the MC and the one of the RC may 
appear on the participle, as in= 

(2B) ergel ay ingun agngaR, abm ay aRtaRti-n-0-ay-ay, 
say-PAST I him white man, person I work-E-NPAST-for-to 

JI said to the white man that I work for, 

Note again that the head of the RC is not case-marked at 
Instead two datives are marked on the participle. The first 
refers to the relativised NP in the RC and the second~~ to 
MC ~9.JJ9ê~- The order of case-suffixes is less ambiguous in: 

a I I. 
ê~ 

the 

(29) ukel uwa-1 ay la lang abm-al inh pigipig el90R 
bul lets give-PAST I uncle person-A meat pig many 
arin-am-iy-ay 
ki I I-PAST-SUBJ-DAT 

) I gave the bu I I ets to (my) uncle who ki I I ed many pigs. ) 

Pitta-Pitta, as described by Blake (1979), 
case-marking its RCs. Both functions 
subordinate verb, as in: 

has a similar way of 
are marked on the 

(30) rtipu-nha nga-thu nhatyi-ka rtarri-ka(-maru)-inya-nha 
rock-ACC I-ERG see-PAST jump-PAST(-CON)-ABL-ACC 

JI saw the rock he jumped from.) 

This 
-msr:.l:::1. 
such as: 

(31) 

can be expressed with or without the concomitant suffix 
This suffix is widely used in subo~dinate constructions 

panytyi-ya 
ai I -PRES 

nganytya n9apu-na mana-na tima-ka-maru 
l water-ACC bad-ACC drink-PAST-CON 

JI am sick having drunk bad water.) 

In Oyirbal the two RC-markers are identical 1n form to genitive 
markers. We wi 11 discuss this phenomenon later on, as it has 
important implications for the historical development of RCs. 

In Yidiny over 90% of the examples of )adjoined relative clauses) 
have an RC-interpretation. Furthermore, the coreferential 
constituents must be in the absolutive case in both MC and RC, 1n 
other words they must have Sor O function. The absolutive case 
suffix is zero. Therefore, it an RC can only qualify anabsolutive 
canst i tuent, the verb in the RC is not marked for case or, as you 
wish, zero-marked for absolutive. It is hard to decide whether it 
should be the former or the latter, because RCs donat occur with 
any other functions of constituents. Comparison is thus 
impossible. 
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3.4 USE Oi,,-FINITE AND NON-FINITE VERBAL FORMS 

The next parameter listed in table 1 is Jfinite/non-finiteJ. In 
some cases it is not c I ear whether a I anguage makes use of tin i te 
or n o n+ f in i te verba I forms in its SCs or whether both occur next 
to each other. This may be due to a I ack of data supp I i ed by a 
particular language description, as in Pitta-Pitta ('non-finite' 
is marked '-(?)'). 

Ma u n g ha s t i n i te SC s , bu t Ca p e I I & H i n c h ( 1 9 7 D ) d o not me n t i o n 
anything about non-finite clauses. As this language description 
gives the i m e r e s s i o n to be prei i m i n a r y rather than being a 
comprehensive account of the Maung language, it would be 
speculative to conclude that non-finite SCs don't exist in Maung. 
This is the way question marks in table 1 should be understood. 

The southern dialect of Gumbaynggir uses nominal ised forms of the 
verb or co-ordinate constructions to avoid finite RCs (Eades, 
1979). Many sentences from the northern dialect (from Smythe, 
1950) that are translated with an RC, are simply conjoined 1n 
southern Gumbaynggir. 

Northern: 
(32) Jura: I bjeinbangandiu n i :gadu guga:mgan bua:ng 

food-O eat-PAST-nd i -A man-A emu-O ki I I-Past 
'The man who had eaten the food ki I I ed an emu.' 

(-n~l is the suffix for subordination.) 

Southern: 
(33) ni :gadu y u r a r I biyambang guga:mgan buwa:ng 

man-A tood-0 eat-PAST emu-O ki I I -PAST 
'The man who had eaten the food ki I I ed the emu. J 

OR 'The man ate the food and killed the emu.) 

Although a 
grammatical 
possible, is 

finite RC-construction may be approved of 
by a native speaker, a nominalised version, 
certainly preferred. Consider 

as 
i f 

(34) ngaridyu 
3sg-A 

nya:wang 
see-PAST 

ya: m gu I u: ra bagu: I i v av s am 
DEM bones-O I ie-PRES-gam-O 

'He saw the bones lying.) 
(_9§!!] is the nominaliser.) 

The finite 
b e s u : I i v a v a n d i 
form. As said 
data makes it 

RC-construction would have bagu-: I indi (or 
- a free alternation) 1n lieu of the nominalised 
this construction is rather avoided. The lack of 

impossible to decide on the semantic range of these 
nominal ised forms. 

The distribution of finite and non-finite clauses does not come 
forward as being regular in the comparison ot Australian 
languages. The non-finite group includes infinitive, participial 
and nominalised verbal forms. This distinction may be a matter of 
terminology. The choice appears to be an individual one. Hale 
(1976), tor example, labels the non-finite constructions in 
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Warlbiri 98s )infinitive' or 'nominalised', 
further comments. 

bu t does not g i v e a n y 

I have left the matter of what exactly determines the choice 
between finite and non-finite forms as a separate subject for 
further study, as it is not essential to the line of 
argumentation. However, it will become clear in 3.6 that the 
distinction can be related to the other parameters showing 
certain major trends. 

3.5 THE CUT-OFF POINT IN THE ACCESSIBILITY HIERARCHY 

The cut-oft point is already discussed in the sections on 
typology, and is, as mentioned there, not relevant for al I 
languages, as the )adjoined RCJ is not so strictly connected to a 
particular nominal constituent in the MC. Warlbiri is a language 
in which the subordinate clauses are relatively unlike RCs and 
for which a cut-oft point cannot be properly determined. 

For most other languages the cut-oft point is quite difficult to 
determine, as I inguists have not really incorporated this 
parameter in their des er i pt ions. Samet i mes it eau Id be deduced 
from the given examples, but the function is then question marked 
in table 1. It the description doesnJt contain an example of a 
particular relativised function, it is not necessarily lacking in 
the language. 

3.6 THE INTERACTION OF PARAMETERS 

In most languages the distinction finite/non-finite plays a major 
role in the construction of SCs. There is a clear correlation 
with other parameters such as the use of case-marking and the 
p I ace of occurrence in the MC. 

The analysis of Warlbiri finite and infinitive clauses lends 
itself to point out some major correlations with the values of 
other parameters. 

Warlbiri uses complementisers in 
clauses to indicate subordination, 

both its finite and 
for example k~!lê 

infinitive 
in: 

(35) ngatjulu-rlu 
I-ERG 
njuntulu-rlu 
you-ERG 

'I wi I I cook the kangaroo you speared., 

k a c i r-r n a wawiri pura-mi, 
AUX kangaroo cook-NPAST, 

kutja-npa 
COMP-AUX 

pantu.:...rnu 
spear-PAST 

Tense, mood and aspect in War I bi r i are expressed in a combination 
of an auxi I iary and a tense marker on the verb. ln addition to 
these finite SCs, Warlbiri has non-finite clauses as in: 
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(36) ngatjsw- ka-rna-ngku mari-tJarri-mi n.j u n t u+-k u r murrumurru 
l AUX-l-2sg/obj grief-INCHOATIVE-NPAST you-DAT sick 
nguna-njitja-kura(-ku) 
I ie-lNFIN-COMP(-DAT) 

11 feel sorry for you while you are lying sick.1 

The infinitive type uses different complementisers from the 
finite type. The use of a complementiser depends on the function 
of the coreferential MC constituent. Complementiser kura as in 
example (36) is used when this constituent is in the absolutive 
or dative case. As 1n example (36), case-marking of the 
infinitive form 1s mostly optional. The situation in Warlbiri 1s, 
in fact, quite complex. There is a range of complementisers that 
are in restricted use, depending on whether the verb 1s finite or 
infinitive, on the tense-marking of both MC and SC verbs, and for 
infinitives on the function of the coreferential constituent 1n 
the MC. l w i I I, however, skip a I I these idiosyncratic phenomena 
and set out the global differences between finite and infinitive 
SCs that are not only applicable to Warlbiri 

non-finite finite 

1. Coreferential nominal 
constituent is only 
expressed once. 

2. Case-marking at SC verb. 
3. Can occur integrated 

in the MC. 
And the most important difference: 
4. Reduced status comparable 4. 

1. May be expressed in 
both MC and SC. 

to nominals. 

2. No case-marking. 
3. Always marginal to MC. 

Can occur 
even with 
k!:!.:Uê.; is 

as a tu I I sentence, 
comp I ement i s er 

then presentational 

The reduced status of infinitives is the most important issue at 
stake. Infinitives are, in fact, comparable to nominals such as 
adjectives. According to Hale, this accounts for their possible 
occurrence within the MC. Consider the following example from 
War I bi r i : 

(37) ngarka ka-rna kar I i-kira nja-nJ1 tjarnrti-rninjtja-kura 
man AUX-I boomerang-COMP see-NPAST trim-lNFlN-COMP 

'I see the man trimming the boomerang.1 

Note the occurrence of k!:!r§ on each constituent of the infinitive 
clause (on kê.rll 1boomerang1 it has undergone a phonological 
adjustment to kir§). The double marking only occurs in cases of 
disruption of the SC (here because of ~J§=~Jl). This multiple 
marking is similar to multiple case-marking which is typical for 
Warlbiri complex terms that occur spread over the utterance. This 
1s also compatible with the fact that many complementisers are 
identical in form to case-suffixes. 

ln languages that make use of participial constructions rather 
than infinitives, the reduced status is also reflected in the 
range of tense, mood and aspect markers a participle can take. In 
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Kunjen, ósr example, a participle may be marked tor past, 
past or habitual (or 'able to'), whereas finite verbs can 
marked by eight different affixes. Participles always take a 
I imited range of inflections than their finite counterpart. 
clearly points at a reduced syntactic status. 

non 
be 

more 
This 

As can be seen in table 1, certain parameters seem to show the 
same combination of values tor most languages. Particularly it 
'embedded' 1s -, there seems to be no case-marking of the 
subordinate verb. Case-marking typically goes hand in hand with 
embedding. Both of these seem to coincide with 'non-finite' 
rather than with 'finite'. We wi 11 go into more detai I in 5.3, 
when this interaction 1s put in the theoretical framework of FG. 

Case-marking co-occurs with embedding as to I I o u s : it I case 
mark i ng1 then 'embedding', but not always the other way round. 
For example Kunjen shows embedding, but no case-marking of its 
finite SCs. 

Up to here we have examined the syntactic properties of finite 
and non-finite SCs. In general, syntactic differences between 
comparable constructions usually reflect semantic differences. I 
expected to find that infinitive or participial clauses would 
receive RC-interpretations rather than temporal or conditional 
and so on, as they tend to have a stronger relationship with a 
nominal constituent, expressed in embedding and case-marking. 
There is, however, no substantial evidence tor this expectation. 

In Ngiyambaa, different types of non-finite clauses can indicate 
purposive, 1 lest'-clauses and 1-ing1-clauses (Donaldson,1980). 
The latter includes a range of interpretations such as temporal, 
conditional causal and so on. Donaldson gives hardly any 
Ngiyambaa examples of non-finite clauses. He only provides us 
with the English translations. There is only one proper instance 
of an 1-ing1-clause that, when out of context, may have different 
interpretations: 

(38) ngadhu giyanhdha-nha ngindu 
I-NOM tear-PRES you-NOM 

gurunga-nha:ra 
lay-ing 

Lit.'I am frightened, you swimming.' 

RC interpretations are taken care of 
Ngiyambaa is in contrast with my initial 

by finite 
expectation. 

SCs. Thus 

Warlbiri also shows semantic differences between its finite 
non-finite SCs. The infinitive may have a temporal or 
interpretation. The temporal infinitive differs semantically 
its finite counterpart in that it indicates an 'on-going' or 
effect' at the time of the MC state-of-affairs. 

and 
RC 

from 
Ii n- 

(39) ngatju ka-rna-ngku mari-tJari-mi nJuntu-ku, 
1 AUX griet-INCHOAT-NPAST you-DAT 
nguna-nJtja-kura(-ku) 
I ie-lNFlN-COMP(-DAT) 

'I teel sorry for you while you are lying sick.' 

murumuru 
sick 
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As note~ above the 
camplementiser ~~tQ~), 
strong causal connection 

other infinitive 
semantically an RC, 
with the MC. 

type 
often 

(here with 
indicates a 

(40) ngatju ka-rna-rla kurdu-ku mari-tJari-mi, wanti-nJtja- 
1 AUX chi Id-DAT gr i ef-lNCHOAT-NPAST fa I 1-lNF lN- 
warnu-ku 
COMP-DAT 

Jl am sorry tor the chi Id that tel I 

Sommer states that participial clauses in KunJen are an 
alternative to finite SCs. However, finite RCs make use of 
relativisers with a semantic load, as mentioned before. The 
relativisers imply that the speaker is somehow responsible for 
the validity of the utterence, for example by being an 
eyewitness. The participial clauses, lacking these relativisers, 
do not show this semantic effect. 

Although we can expect some semantic differences between finite 
and non-finite constructions, it is impossible to draw any 
generally valid conclusions. 

Although we may not know what the determining factors 
finite/non-finite distinction are , it is clear that 
same regularity in how the categories finite and 
behave in relation to other parameters. 

tor the 
there is 

non-finite 

We have seen that the reduced syntactic status of a nan-finite 
verbal form brings along a wider use of case-marking as well as a 
greater poss i bi Ii ty of occurrence within the MC, as opposed· to 
the more frequent marginal position of its finite counterpart. 

ln the next 
constructions 

chapter we w i I I try to 
into a suitable theoretical 

tit this 
framework. 

variety of 
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4.1 ClRCL.JM6TANTIAL CLAUSES AND RCS= DISCUSSION 

In the previous sections only constructions that can have an RC 
interpretation as defined in 1.1 were included. However, even if 
a particular subordinate construction can be interpreted as an 
RC, it should be clear from the discussion that these types of 
constructions are quite different from the usual RCs as described 
in the I iterature on typology and I inguistic universals. 

The fact that a lot of these constructions have more than one 
interpretation is the first indication that they may be described 
in different terms. This thesis ought not to appear as being 
written by another 'arm-chair linguist' telling the man-in-the 
field how he or she should have interpreted these I inguistic 
facts. However, having had some contact with I inguists-in-the 
field on these matters, it seems that some work has been done 
already to re-interpret these 1adjoined relative clauses' as 
circumstantial SCs. One of the attempts is by Goddard in his 
article on verb-serialisation in Yankunytjatjara (forthcoming) 
which wi 11 be discussed in the fol lowing section. 

After having investigated a number of languages from al over the 
continent and after having read some attempts ot different 
authors to classify the type of SC under scrutiny we are left 
with the fol lowing observations. There is a range of 
constructions to be found of which the two extremes are a 
circumstantial clause and an RC. Between these two extremes 
there is a continuum of constructions differing slightly from 
each other along the parameters mentioned in table 1. Examples 
of a circumstantial clause have been given in the previous two 
sections. Again, (1) a co-referential NP was not a necessity. 
This means that (2) the parameter 1cut-off point in the AH1 is 
not relevant, because the cut-off point refers to which NPs can 
be relativised (subject >directobject> indirect object > 
possessor). It there is no co-referent ia Ii ty of canst i tuents in 
MC and SC, there is no relativising involved in the construction. 
And if there is no relativising involved, the parameter 'cut-oft 
point in the AH1 is irrelevant. Furthermore, (3) there will be no 
case-marking of the subordinate verb, or at least, because the 
subordinate verb does not directly relate to a nominal 
constituent in the MC, it cannot be case-marked as such. As wi 11 
be clear from the YankunytjatJara examples below, case-marking 
can be used in a different way. Subordinate verbs can be marked 
locative to indicate a circumstantial clause. This type of case 
marking serves only this purpose and does not relate to any NP 
in the MC. (4) The place 1n the MC is marginal. For RCs, on the 
other hand, these parameters have the opposite values. 

YankunytJatJara is an interesting case as it shows both c I ear-cut 
types next to each other. It is the only language 1n my sample 
that shows this distinction so unambiguously. 
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4.2 YANKlJ?lfYTJATJARA: AN EXAMPLE 

In his alternative approach to switch-reference, Goddard labels 
the different-subject (05) constructions as circumstantial 
clauses. ln Yankunytjatjara, these clauses contain a nominal ised 
verbal form marked locative. The correlation between locative 
case and 05 c: I ause type seems to occur on I y in I anguages south of 
Warlbiri and Aranda. 

( 41) nganarna nv i na-ny i, 
lpl-NOM sit-PRES 

kungka-ngku 
woman-ERG 

tina 
lunch-AC[ 

kutja-ntja-la, pata-ra 
put to tire-NOML-LOC wait-SERIAL 

'We are sitting, while the woman prepares lunch, waiting.' 

(42) wati-ngku marlu waka-rnu, kapi tjiki-ntja-la 
man-ERG kangaroo-AC[ spear-NPAST water-AC[ drink-NOML-LOC 

'The man speared the kangaroo while it was drinking water.' 

These constructions cannot be interpreted as RCs. 
Yankunytjatjara has separate syntactic strategies to express RCs 
which nor ma I I y make use of introductory determiners or 
demonstratives. 

Although the indication of different subjects is not the only 
function of these constructions, it is still a striking 
characteristic that the subjects of MC and SC may not be co 
referential. Thus GoddardJs view is not that the locative 
marking indicates 05 but that it indicates a circumstantial 
clause with the constraint of having a different subject from the 
MC. (43) therefore can only receive a 05 interpretation= 

(43) ngayulu patangara-ngu, waru-ku yanku-nytja-la 
lsg-NOM ta I I -PAS ti rewood-PURP go-NOM-LOC 

'l tell while (someone else) was going for firewood.) 

Even it !J9~~k!lk! JI ( lsg-NOM); is introduced In 
55 interpretation cannot be enforced. In 
!J9~~k!l\:! 'I (lsg-NOM)J were included in the 
!J~!J~=l~, the whole construction would turn 
is expressed in a dit te rent u a v, as exp I ai ned 
switch-reference. 

the SC in (43), an 
other words, it 
SC waru-ku ~anku 

ungramma ti ca I . 55 
in section 2.1 on 

Historically, it is easy to see why the 05 constraint has 
evolved. Suppose this constraint did not exist. Then there would 
have been a choice between a locative and the serial construction 
when the subject is the same. However, only the circumstantial 
clause could be used to express a 05 and would have been 
relatively more in use in 05 situations than S5 situations. This 
would have been the first step in the development to a 
constraint. Moreover, since the locative typically indicates 
background information, it is plausible that this construction 
would not be chosen to present actions of the subject /topic:, but 
rather, one would choose the serial alternative. 
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YankunytJ<W-Jara is an example at a language that has 
circumstantial clauses alongside RCs. They are clèarly 
distinguishable because at the locative marking of the former 
Furthermore, the circumstantial clauses tallow the usual pattern 
in the va I ues they take in the parameters: co-referent ia Ii ty is 
nat ' a mus t ' , tor case - mar k i n g and p I ace i n the MC i s mar g i na I . 
ln the case at Yankunytjatjara the verb is non-finite. 

The RC can be a nominal ised clause or a finite clause, 
seen in the following two examples: 

as can be 

(44) wati-ngku marlu panya kapi tJiki-ntJa waka-rnu 
man-ERG kangaroo-AC[ ANAPH water-AC[ drink-NOML-ACC spear 

PAST 
'The man speared the kangaroo drinking water.' 

(45) wati-ngku marlu panya waka-rnu, panya kapi 
man-ERG kangaroo-AC[ ANAPH spear-PAST ANAPH water 
ningi 
PAST/IMPERF 

'The man speared that kangaroo, the one drinking water.' 

tJiki 
drink- 

They make use at introductory determiners or demonstratives. 
Their function is to identify or further specify an NP in the MC. 
It is clear that in YankunytJatJara they cannot be mixed up with 
circumstantial clauses such as (41). 
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E1W- 
5.D DESCRIPTION IN TERMS OF FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR 

Initially we will work with some simplified d a t.a j a s prepared in 
the previous section. We wi I I focus our attention on clear 
instances of ci~cumstanti2I clauses and RCs and for the moment 
take tor granted that these two are only the extreme poles of a 
wide range at c~nstructions. We wi I I not worry as yet whether 
the proposed description covers the tul I range of intermediate 
constructions. 

The distinction between circumstantial clauses and RCs 
important one in terms of the data. This is reflected 1n 
which they are handled in different ways. 

is 
FG, 

an 
in 

5.1.l SATELLITES OF CIRCUMSTANCE 

In FG terminology a circumstantial clause 1s a SATELLITE OF 
CIRCUMSTANCE. Satellites are additional specifications ot the 
nuclear predication. Whereas nuclear functions include Agent, 
Goal and Recipient, sate I I ites express the Beneficiary, Reason, 
Manner, Purpose, Circumstance, and so on. They supply optional 
information on the nuclear state-ot-attairs. 

)) I ha v e I i s t e d t h e t o I I ow i n g t >' p i ca I t u n c t i o n s t o r sa t e I I i t es : 
( ) further specification at the nuclear state ot attairs: 

Manner, Qua I i ty, Instrument; 
relations ot the state ot attairs to other participants: 
Beneficiary, Comitative; 

i )relations at the state ot affairs to the temporal dimension: 
Time, Duration, Frequency; 

iv) relations at the state at attairs to the spatial dimension: 
Location, Source, Direction, Path; 

(v) relations at the state at affairs to other states ot affairs: 
Circumstance, Cause, Reason, Purpose, Result." 

(Dik (197B), pp49-50) 

As this I isting shows, Circumstance is a relation at the state 
ot-attairs to other state-ot-attairs. Circumstance wi I I 
therefore often be expressed in a clausal structure, I ike Cause, 
Reason, Purpose and Result. We have already come across 
instances ot sate I Ii tes of Cause, a I though the tor ma I expression 
of a causal connection may be identical to the expression of 
Circumstance. Aboriginal languages, then, tend to have at least 
an expression tor this type of sate I I ite and for Purpose (Austin, 
1981). 

Let us now turn to the representation of circumstantial clauses 
The analysis can be demonstrated with an example from In 

War I bi r i . 
FG. 
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(46) 

The verbal predicate D.llD~ JsitJ from the MC would be represented 
as a predicate-frame (in the lexicon) as follows: 

(47) 

nga~ pa ka-r Ii pa yutjuku-r I a nj i na-mi, 

lp I inc I AUX 
JWe (wi I I) sit 

njina 
V 

As an intransitive verb it occurs with one argument with the 
semantic function of an Positioner. The selection restriction on 
the Positioner is "a n i me t e ", as inanimates are not supposed to be 
able to sit, (this is my assumption as l donJt know whether in 
Warlbiri D.llI!§ can be used with inanimates as in for example JThe 
box si ts on the tab Ie. J ) • 

This nuclear predicate-frame can be extended by a sate I I ite of 
Location and a sate\ I ite of Circumstance.Jot which the latter is a 
predication construed of the predicate-frame: 

(48) wanti 
V 

< xU 
PROC 

shelter-LOC 

(xl=animate 
N 

( X 1 ) ) 
PO 

sit-NPAST 

ngapa 

in the shelter while it rains. 

another intransitive verb taking one argument which is 
semantically a Processed (not an Agent). This whole predicate 
w i I I be introduced as a sate I Ii te of Circumstance to the previous 
predicate-frame, inserted in a sate I I ite slot carrying the 
semantic function CIR (Circumstance). Also a sate! I ite ot 
Location can be added at this stage: 

(49) N-P njina (xl=animate (xl)) 
V PO 

(50) N-P njina 
V 

(minxi :ngal i p a 
N 

(xk={wanti 
V 

(xi 

(xp:ngapa 
N 

(x2) 
LOC 

rain 

wanti-njtja 
puru 

tal 1-INFIN-COMP 

(x3) 
CIR 

The argument slots can now be ti I led through the process of term 
insertion which wi 11 result in the tal lowing predication: 

.J 

)) 

PO 
(xp)) } 

FO 

(xj:yutJuku (xj)) 
N LOC 

( X k ) ) 
CIR 

(min stands tor )plural inclusive)) 

After syntactic and pragmatic functions have been assigned to the 
different arguments, we end up with a fully specified predication 
ready to be matched onto an actual I inguistic expression. This 

I ast step in the derivation is rea Ii sed with the use of a set ot 
language-specific expression rules. How a particular argument is 
to be expressed depends on its semantic syntactic and 
pragmatic functions. If it is nominal it also depends on the 
term-operators, and when it is verbal on predicate operators, 
(these refer to tense, aspect, negation, etc). For example 
Warlbiri expression rules would include a rule which determines 
that (xj:yutjuku N (xj)) LOC 1s expressed as ~~iJ~t~~l§. Thus 
the result at the matching of the particular underlying 
predication onto a I inguistic expression would be example (46). 
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An impor-.ant aspect of the analysis of circumstantial clauses is 
their status in the linguistic expression. As .i n this instance 
of Warlbiri, circumstantial clauses are markedL,~ubordinate, but 
are not found embedded in the MC. This is often referred to as 
adsentential in contrast with RCs that are adnominal. Although 
both constructions are no doubt subordinate, we wi I I have to 
differentiate between types of dependency. Goddard (following 
Foley and Van Valin, 1984) distinguishes 'co-subordination' (a 
dependent relation but without embedding), along with 
subordination (dependency with embedding) and co-ordination (no 
dependency and no embedding). Also dependency can occur on 
different levels of the clause: nuclear (predicate) level, core 
(predicate plus core arguments) and peripheral (core plus 
sate I I i te arguments). A I I these aspects shou Id be taken into 
account and reflected in the theory used for the description of 
subordinate constructions. 

Sate I I ite functions in FG show a definite dependency on the core 
or nuclear predication as a whole and not on a particular nominal 
constituent. Sate I I ites express information relevant to the 
state-of-affairs as a whole. It is clear that the notion at 
sate! I ite of Circumstance is perfectly suitable for the clause 
structures i nvo I ved. 

A comp Ii cation in the description ot sate I Ii tes of Circumstance 
is the possibi I ity of having a co-referential nominal constituent 
that is not necessar i I y expressed. This can be hand I ed by 
anaphor i c:a I terms. Consider the fa I I owing Eng I i sh examp Ie: 

(51) Laughing, John left the room. 

This would be represented as: 

(52) leave 
V 

(xk:[laugh 
V 

(dlx i: John(x i)) 
AG 

(Axi) J(xk)) 
AG CIRC 

(51) 

(dlxJ:room(xj)) 
GO 

in which A indicates Anaphoric. is equivalent ~~th~> 

(53) John left the room 1n the circumstance that he (=John) was 
laughing. 

In (51) the anaphoric: element is not inserted and in (53) it is. 

5. 1. 2 

We w1 
these 

CONSTITUENT ORDER IN FG 

I I pay some attention here to the place of occurrence of 
satellites of Circumstance in the MC. In FG, constituent 

order is treated as a dynamic rather than a static 
The order of canst i tuents in a I anguage is dependent 
ot principles that are partly competitive. The 
principles can be stated as follows: 

phenomenon. 
on a number 
three main 
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( i) The p~ference for having constituents with the same functions 
invariably in the same positon in the expression. For example, 
the preference of having the finite verb in sentence final 
position; 

( i i ) The 
specific 
example 
words) 

preference for having special positions tor certain 
categories and tor Topic and Focus constituents. An 

of a specific category would be question-words (wh- 
1n Engl ish,whic.h require inital position in the clause. 

(iii) The )Language Independent Preferred Order of Constituents) 
(LIPOC), i.e. the preference for having constituents ordered from 
left to right in order of increasing complexity. 

As these three principles are to a degree incompatible with ~ne 
a not he r , a I mos t e v e r y I o c cu r r rrrs ·-\ o r de r i n g i s the r es u I t o t a 
trade-oft between these three !forces). Under certain conditions 
one of these may be more prevalent than the other two, and in 
other circumstances the choice may be in favour of one of the 
other two principles. How the effect of the principles are 
weighed in different situations is a language - specific 
characteristic. 

Applying this theory to Aboriginal languages is far from 
straight-forward. First and foremost, constituent order in 
Aboriginal languages has not been studied extensively)and for a 
clear reason. Ordering of constituents in large- parts of 
Austral ia is very free. Although a .preferred order may be 
di sc::overed, there w i I I a I ways be a number of e eiue I I y ac::c::eptab Ie 
alternatives according to Dixon (1980). Yallop, however, 
suggested (-M=l persona I conversation) that a I though the 
alternatives may be equally acceptable in many cases, it is hard 
to accept that constituent ordering is completely at random. 
Different orders may indicate subtle stylistic and/or pragmatic:: 
variations. Examp I es can be found in Eng Ii sh as we I I. Compare 

(54) a. 
b. 

)They followed the man tor hours.) and 
"Fo r hours, they followed the man.) 

The two sentences may even to I I ow each other in a story 
extra stress on one of the constituents. This device is 
very frequently used in Aboriginal stories. 

to put 
actually 

Furthermore, syntactic:: functions are not expressed 1n constituent 
order but in case-marking and cross-referencing in the verb. 
Therefore, constituent order is not necessary as a device to 
indicate syntactic and semantic:: functions. It is interesting to 
note that even words from one particular NP can be scattered 
through the sentence. For instance, an adjective is not 
necessar i I y found next the the noun it qua Ii ti es. A I I these 
characteristics of Aboriginal languages make it hard to apply any 
theory of word order in a straightforward way. FG principles 
are, however, quite flexible 1n the way they interact with each 
other and w i I I be shown to have exp I anatory power even In the 
case of Aboriginal languages. 
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5.1.3 CO~TITUENT ORDER OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL CLAUSES 

Returning now to circumstantial clauses, it is not surprising 
to ti nd that these c I auses occur sentence-+ i na I I y in the majority 
ot cases. Following LIPOC, subordinate clauses-being rather 
complex constituents-are expected to be placed at the end ot the 
utterance. This principle may be a rather dominant force in the 
choice of constituent ordering in Aboriginal languages as 
compared to principle ( i) and (ii). Principle ( i) is hardly 
applicable to Aboriginal languages with their tree word order. 
According to Dixon (1960) there is a tendency tor interrogatives 
to occur in sentence-initial position, indicating that (ii) has 
at least some value. This does not in any way interfere with 
( i i i ) . 

LlPOC is also confirmed by the fact that free pronominal forms 
tend to come early in the sentence whatever their function may 
be. In the case of third person pronouns they are often ot a 
less complex nature than the corresponding tu I I nominal 
constituents. 

However LIPOC is not a sufficient explanation tor the marginal 
place ot circumstantial clauses. As we have seen, these clauses 
may occur sentence-initially. We have quoted already one such an 
example trom Warlbiri, here repeated tor convenience: 

(55) kutja-ka-lu yuwal nganti-rni tJurlpu panu-kari-rl i kankarlu 
COMP-AUX nest build-NPAST bird many-other-ERG up 
watiya-rla, marna-ngka ka-nJana tJinJtjiwarnu-rlu nganti-rni 
tree-LOC spinifex-LOC AUXREFL JinJiwarnu-ERG bui ld-NPAST 
yutJuku-pardu 
shelter-DIMINUTIVE 

)Whereas many other birds bui Id a nest up in a tree, the 
Jinjiwarnu (bird sp.) builds itself a small shelter in the 
spinifex grass.) 

From a pragmatic point ot view, there seems to be no reason to 
favour either sentence-initial or sentence-final circumstantial 
clauses, as may be the case with other types of SCs. It we want 
to express that an Action that had been undertaken had a certain 
Result, the logical sequence to put these two states-of-affairs 
in would be Action-Result rather than the other way round. To 
state a Result before expressing the Action, State, Process or 
Position that leads to this result would be harder to process and 
would need extra time and effort on the part ot the Addressee to 
understand. So, as a Result occurs later in time than the MC 
Action, and because ot the logical connection between the two, we 
can expect the Result clause to occur sentence-ti na I ly. A 
similar train ot thought is applicable to purposive clauses. 
Statistically, final purposive clauses predominate, especially 
when they are long and complex. However, they are more flexible, 
at least in Engl ishJ as can be shown with a tew examples: 
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(56) a. 
b. 

P9il took a holiday in order to recover completely. 
In order to recover completely, Phi I took a holiday. 

(57) a. Phi I took a holiday with the result that he recovered 
completely. 

b.MWith the result that he recovered completely, Phi I took a 
holiday. 

Although (56) b. is a slightly marked stylistic variant of (56) 
a., it is a perfectly acceptable alternative. In (57), on the 
other hand, b. would be unacceptable. 

Let us now consider the case of circumstantial clauses. There 
is, I teel, no such straight forward logical connection between 
an MC state-of-affairs and a- particular circumstance, as to 
decide on the order of occurence. Speakers may have a preference 
for either ordering, or a language may have certain syntactic 
constraints on the ordering. However, a priori I cannot see any 
logical or pragmatic contraint on either ordering except for 
principle (iii) expressed in LIPOC. 

The question remains how to account for the sentence-initial 
variant within the framework of FG. Dik makes use of a general 
schema for functional patterns that shows the positions tor the 
different constituents= 

(58) P2, Pl (V) S (V) 0 (V), P3 

The Vs indicate the different positions tor verbs (both finite 
and non-finite), Sand O subject and object, and Pl, P2 and P3 
are special positions. P2 is the typical slot for Theme 
constituents and P3 for Tai I. The most interesting position for 
our purpose is the initial position Pl. Whereas P2 tails in fact 
outside the clause itself, Pl is part of the clause and takes 
specific categories of constituents or otherwise Topic or Focus 
constituents (as stated before in LIPOC (iii)). Both an MC and 
and an SC have a Pl position. Pl in English must take 
interrogative words and in SCs it must take relative pronouns and 
subordinators. Furthermore we can expect to frequently find the 
subject in this position, as subject is often Topic or Focus of 
the clause. 

The crucial question now 1s whether Pl can take whole SCs so that 
we can explain the initial position at circumstantial clauses as 
placing them in Pl position. Dik (1979) says that constituents 
at any complexity may occur in Pl and that there is no constraint 
to prevent SCs trom doing so. Moreover he states the to I I owing: 

"Since SUB (=SC) has almost the last position 1n LIPOC (only 
tallowed by complex subordinate clauses SUB(SUB) ), we may expect 
that there 1s a strong pressure for them to tend towards the 
final position in the clause, unless they go to Pl." (Dik 197°, 
page 204) . 

In general for 5Cs in various adverbial functions the Pl 
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p os i t i o n is,- a va i I a b I e, a s w e I I a-s f o r c I au s a I s ub j e c t s 9 n d c I au sa I 
objects. The expression wi 11, however, be less marked with a 
clausal subject in Pl than with, for example, a circumstantial 
clause in this position. Again we are in a trade-off situation 
between a LIPOC constraint that tends to push more complex 
constituents to the end of the sentence and the possibi I ity of 
ti I I ing Pl with a complex constituent. Although Pl is less 
sensitive to LIPOC than other positions in the construction, Pl 
is, according to Dik, for adverbial clauses the more marked 
choice. This is compatible with the facts of Australian 
languages where the sentence-final position seems to be far more 
fre9uent than sentence-initial. 

There is, however, sti I I a set of examples from Warlbiri that 
worries me. Warlbiri can have sentence-initial SCs but actually 
prefers an alternative that has to be explained 1n a different 
way. Hale gives the fol lowing examples: 

(59)a. yankiri-rl 
emu-ERG 

kutja-lpa ngapa nga-rnu, ngatjulu-rlu rna 
COMP-AUX water drink-PAST I-ERG AUX 

pantu-rnu 
spear-PAST 

1The emu which was drinking water, 
1While the emu was drinking water, 

I speared it.1 

I speared it.1 

(59)6. yankiri-rl i kutja-lpa ngapa nga-rnu, ngula rna pantu-rnu 
ngatJulu-rlu 

1The emu which was drinking water, that one I speared.1 
1Whi le the emu was drinking water, then I speared it.1 

The second example is the ~omewhat preferred alternative. Note 
that it includes a clause-initial anaphoric element !:!9~1~ and 
that n9atjulu-rlu 1I-ERG1 has been moved to a clause-final 
position. In the I ight of the previous discussion, it seems that 
the SC in (59) a. occurs in the Pl position of the MC, but that 
in (59) b. this position has been taken by !:!9~1§. Hale explains 
these examples in terms of a I left-dislocation rule1 that has 
been incorporated in War I bi r i grammar to account for the I I eft 
d is I ocat ion I of NPs, as 1n 

(bO) ngapiri yangka, ngula ka kari-mi u u l p a y i r-r La 
eucalyptus the it AUX stand-NPAST creek-LOC 

1The river red gum, it grows in creeks.1 

Such an NP is "clearly removed from the sentence as evidenced 
both by pausing and by the fact that it is no longer a 
constituent of the sentence for the purpose of Aux-Insertion" 
(Hale 197b, page 97). (Auxi I iaries occur usually after the first 
constituent in the clause, and I left-dislocated1 NPs or clauses 
are not counted in this process). In his analysis, however, Hale 
does not indicate how to account for the difference between (59) 
a. and (59) b. except for saying that !:!9~Ü! is a trace left 
behind after left-dislocation. 

1 n FG left-dislocation is not accepted as a valid process. In 
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fact, FG.g,. does not accept any structure changing rules. The 
examples are two alternative ways of expressing the same meaning 
but differ in pragmatic terms. In (59) a. the SC takes the Pl 
position in the MC which is, as we have seen, a legitimate 
possibi I i t v . (59) b. !J9\:!ÜJ has fi I led the Pl position in the MC 
and the SC appears in P2 position which contains Theme- Ii ke 
constituents. In this situation the SC informs the Addressee on 
)/the universe of discourse with respect to which the subsequent 
p r e d i ca t i o n i s p r e s e n t e d as r e I eva n t 11 ( D i k 1 9 7 9 , pa ge 1 9 ) . I n 
other words the SC functions here as a kind of introduction to 
what wi I I be communicated subsequently. How widespread this type 
of construction is is not known to me. 

Thus we get the fol lowing three possibi I ities: 

SC PRO MC 
Theme Topic 
P2 pl 

SC MC 
Pl 

MC SC 
final position due to LIPOC 

Although constituent ordering in Aboriginal languages is quite 
unstable, my impression is that FG principles have some 
explanatory +orce in the description of the positions of SC~ in 
the sentence. Let us compare our analysis with Hate1s 
transformational approach. Hale tries to account for sentence 
initial SCs by means of 1 left-dislocation1• As 1 have 
demonstrated, he does not clear up the difference between the 
construction with and the one without an anaphoric element. This 
may be hard to do in a transformational approach, as we would 
need two similar rules of 1 left-dislocation1, one that leaves a 
trace such as a anaphoric element and one that doesn1t leave a 
trace. 1 suspect that two such rules cannot be confirmed by 
independent evidence. 

Furthermore, Hale1s main concern in his article seems to be the 
de è i s i on \ w·h ether SC s are adj o i n e d or embedded i n the Deep 
Structure~ When they are adjoined, we need an attraction rule to 
account for the embedded clauses, and when they are embedded we 
need an extraction rule for the adjoined cases. However, by 
distinguishing RCs from circumstantial clauses, this matter has 
become a lot less pressing. Circumstantial clauses always occur 
marginally to the MC, whereas RCs can always occur embedded. The 
whole range of constructions that I ie in between these two clear 
cut categories fa I I in one of these two, depending on the 
characteristics of the SC of the language in question. Thus, 
whether a construction with a sentence-initial SC is derived from 
a sentence-final construction 1s not a relevant question (at 
least not in a synchronie perspective). In most languages where 
no anaphoric element occurs in the MC, the transformationalist1s 
decisioncvta-whether an SC is basically embedded or adjoined will 
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have 
does 

achieve 
place a 

• to be quite a~bitrary. Fortunately in FG such a decision 
not have to be made. The two constructions are of equal 

status in terms of their grammar. They exist as alternatives to 
certain communicative goals. The speaker may decide to 
circumstantial clause in Pl position to stress the 

importance of the SC state-of-affairs, and so on. 

This wi I I end the discussion of the 
clauses in complex constructions. 
consider RCs within the framework of 

ordering of circumstantial 
In the next section we wi I I 
FG. 

5.2 .RELATIVE CLAUSES IN FG 

To para I lel the description of sate I I ites of Circumstance, l wi 11 
demonstrate in short how RCs can be derived in FG. RCs tul lti I a 
di tterent tunet ion from. sate I Ii tes of Circumstance. Sate I Ii tes 
qua I ify the state-of-affairs of the MC. The information 
expressed in a se t e I Ii te is re I evant tor the understand i n9 ot the 
MC as a whole. lt puts the MC state-of-affairs in a certain 

I ight. As we have seen this may be a time setting, location, 
reason, circumstance, and so on. 

RCs, on the other hand, give us more specific information on a 
particular entity or a set at entities. These entities exist in 
some world whether it is in the material world, in a metaphysical 
world or in a fantasy world, etc. Tn~!H'! e'R:t'it'i--e!5 are referred to 
by terms in the linguistic: expression. Terms c:an be basic, such 
as 1John1, 1he1, and terms can be complex,such as 1the man who 
rides a motcrbike1, 1the woman with the cat on her shoulder1, 
1the reason why Bob doesn't I ike strawberries'. 

The first example ot a complex term is a Head and an RC. Mêo is 
the Head ot the term and who rides a motorbike is the Modifier at 
the Head, or RC. -~Q refers to an entity in the rea I war Id, or 
actually to a set at entities namely every person with the 
property 'man1• The Modi tier restricts this set of entities to 
the one that 1rides a motorbike1• This Modifier is thus a 
restricting clause and this type of complex term is exactly the 
RC as defined in section 1.1 of this paper. 

In FG a restricting clause is called a restrictor. ln tact, any 
Modifier that restricts the potential referents at the Head is a 
restrictor, whether this Modifier is an adjective, an 
adpositional phrase, a participial clause or a tinite RC. 

This 

( 61) 

analysis 
Restriction 
'such that' 

(Wxi 

resulted in a general schema tor termformation. 
is expressed by way of a colon which can be read as 

qi 1 ( X i ) ez ( X i ) tpn ( X i ) ) 

~n example rrom Kaititj may 
u n d e r J v i o n expression of terms. 

turther 
Consider 

clarity the 
the following 

f o r m a ! . 
sentC?nc0= 
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(62) art~, atji-ng-ar alari-nh, 
lsg-ACC-COMP hit-PAST man 

'The man who hit me is looking 

ngki-ng uNthu-ran 
2sg-ACC seek-PROG 
tor you.' 

The term :tbg !!!~!J !:!:JbQ bli !!!g has the to I I owing under I y i ng form: 

(63) (xi= artuyN (xi): alariV (xi)Ag (xj: atjiPr (xj))Go 

man hit lsg 

~~1~i wi I I be the Head of the term and is restricted by a verbal 
predicate. 

The I at ter w i I I be expressed in an RC. It is important to note 
how coreferent ia Ii ty is denoted in FG. The ti rst argument of the 
verbal predicate with the semantic function Ag (Agent) is 
coreferential with the future Head of the term phrase ~~1~~ 
This is clear from the use ot the variable xi in both positions. 
It an argument position is coreferential with the Head, no term 
can be inserted in this position and its semantic function is 
usually not expressed. In other words when the term variable xi 
occurs in an argument position of the embedded predication, no 
term may be inserted in that particular argument slot. 

This analysis is essentially different from the traditional 
transformational approach. Whereas in transformational grammars 
the coreferential term is first inserted and then under an Equi 
NP Deletion rule deleted, in FG the coreferential constituent 
that does nat occur in the Ii ngu i st ic express i an is nat inserted 
ta begin with. This seems a more natural explanation than the 
transformational production at certain elements that have ta be 
deleted later on. In certain circumstances, however, an 
anaphoric element may be inserted in the argument slat in which 
the coreferential term variable occurs. Coreferentiality in FG 
is thus indicated by identical term variables and may or may not 
be expressed by an anaphoric element. 

Back to the Kaititj example. The nominal predicate in (63) was in 
fact the first argument of the verbal predicate ~~ib~: 

(64)a. uNthu (Xi :artuy ( X i ) : alari (Xi ) 
V N V Ag 

(xj:atji ( X j ) ) (xk:ngki ( X k ) ) 
Pr Go Ag Pr Go 

b. artuy, atJi-ng-ar alari-nh, ngki-ng uNthu-ran 
man lsg-ACC-COMP hit-PAST 2sg-ACC seek-PROG 

'The man who hit me is looking tor you.' 
\\ (f\(bÇ: ') 

Ano the r i n s ta n c e o f a n RC ra a,,, se g i v e n.,, L i n w h i c h no t e r m i s 
inserted 1n the argument position for Goal ot the embedded 
predication. In other words the Goal in the embedded predication 
wi I I be coreferent ia I with the Head at the complex term. The 
Head has the semantic function of Direction. 
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(6S)a. 

b. 

a~ (xi =ng 
V Pr 

ayNi (xk=atji 
V Pr 

( X i ) ) 
Ag 

( X k ) ) 

(xj:agir (xj): 
N 

( X j ) 
Go Oir Ag 

agiri-warl ng api-n, atj-ar ayNi-njiri-warl 
kangaroo-DIR 2sg-NOM walk-IMPER lsg=ERG-COMP spear-PAST 

DlR 
'You go up to the kangaroo 1 speared.' 

Dik in correspondence) suggested an alternative to be considered 
1n cases such as (65)b. The restrictor could be analysed as a 
separate term which stands in apposition to the term it modifies. 
Thus= 

(66)a. 
b. 

'To the kangaroo you 
a p i (xi :ng (xi)) 

V Pr Ag 
(xj:ayNi (xk=atji 

V Pr 

go, to the one that 
(xj:agir (xj)) 

N 
( X j ) 

Go Dir 
( X k ) ) 

1 speared.' 

Dir 
) ) 

Ag 
(This might also be a way to understand the positional mobi I ity 
of adjectives, widespread in Australian languages. For example 

'Kangaroo-to you go, big-one-to.') 

A question related to the matter of coreferential terms not 
being inserted is what happens to the expression of its semantic 
function. In my example from Kaititj the argument position with 
the coreferential variable xi has the semantic function of Ag. 
It a term had been inserted in this position, it wou~d be 
marked ergative in the I inguistic expression. The agent here is 
syntactically the subject of the transitive verb ê.lê.r.l 'hit'. 
Since however the term is not inserted, one would expect that its 
semantic function would not be expressed either, simply because 
there is no constituent to which its formal expression (the 
ergative case-ending) can be attached. In most languages this is 
certainly true. Kaititj is such a language. As we will see, 
Kunjen is not such a language and does indeed express the 
semantic function of the coreferential term variable, although 
the coreferent ia I term is not inserted. 

In (64)a. the function of the coreferential term variable xi 1n 
the subordinate predicate was an Agent, but its marking, the 
ergative>does not appear in the actual utterance (64)6. In (65) 
it is hard to decide whether the formal expression of the 
corederential argument position (xj) Go is or is not realised, as 
the case-marking tor Goals would be zero. Al I in al I, there seems 
to be no evidence in Kaititj for assuming that the marking of the 
coreferent ia I canst i tuent is indeed expressed. 

Let us now turn to KunJen, a language that has similar RC 
constructions to Kaititj, but when the coreferential term 1s not 
inserted its semantic function may sti I I be expressed. The 
formal expression of the semantic function, the case-marking, 1s 
attached to the subordinate predicate. 

Rec.all that Kunjen has finite and participial RCs. 
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Finite ~s never receive case-marking, but participial RCs do. 
The latter, in fact, mark both the semantic: functions at the MC 
and RC c:oreferential argument position on the subordinate 
predicate. The fol lowing example shows coreferent ia I i t y between 
an argument position which is semantically a Recipient with a 
subordinate Agent. Both the Recipient and the Agent/Subject are 
marked on the subordinate verb. 

(67) ukel 
bul lets 

uwa-1 a v 
give-PAST I 

lalang abm-al inh pigipig elgoR 
uncle person-A meat pig many 

arin-am-iy-ay 
ki I I-PAST-SUBJ-DAT 

'I gave the bullets to (my) uncle who killed many pigs.' 

This phenoménon would be accounted for in the Expression Rules of 
KunJen. 

It should be clear from these examples that RCs are handled in a 
different way from satellites of Circumstance, and that the 
analysis reflects the status of the. RCs. Traditional ly,RCs are 
label led as adnominal and circumstantial clauses as adsentential. 
Circumstantial clauses start off as verbal predicate-frames and 
are added to nuclear predicate frames to construct extended 
pred i c:ate frames, whereas Heads and RCs are rea Ii sed , n term 
formation ~see iisu: e 1 i11 tl,e Appe11di)(H. An RC is also a verbal 
predicate but is inserted as a restrictór to a nominal predicate. 
This typically reflects its adnominal status. 

The difference in status between RCs and circumstantial clauses 
may also be reflected in the position 1n the MC. Whereas 
c:ircu~stantial clauses are found in marginal positions either 
prec:eed i ng or to I I owing the MCs, RCs may be found embedded in the 
MC. This is not surprising given the tact that the connection 
between RCs and their heads is one on phrase I eve I. 

As we have seen, the RC is 
the Head. It is natural 
entity it restricts. This 

in the role at Modifier restricting 
to expect the restric:tor next to the 

1s often the case as in Oyirbal 

(68) ngadya bala yugu banggul yaranggu 
lsg-A there-NOM-IV stick-ABS there-ERG-I man-ERG 
bagu I dugumb i I gu ba I ga I mangu n y i man 
there-DAT-11 woman-OAT hit-INST-REL-ABS hold-PRES/PAST 
'l caught hold at the stick the man was beating the woman 
with. J 

However, according to Dixon (in the introduction in Dixon, 1976) 
RCs in Dv i r b a l can occur in marginal positions. Again, the final 
position of the RC can be explained in terms at LIPOC. RCs are 
constituents of relatively high c:omplexitv and therefore may 

I 
have the tendency to be pushed towards the end of the sentence 
<Dixon, 1976). 

Up to now we 
c: i rcumstant ia I 

have only looked at extreme examples: 
clauses and clear-cut RCs. Most 

c: I ear-cut 
languages, 
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however, a~ not so clear-cut and tal I somewhe,_çe1-in between.these 
two extremes. I wi I I give some suggestions .rt-- how to capture 
these languages within the given theory, and wi I I try and relate 
these in-between cases to a historial perspective. 

5.3 BETWEEN CIRCUMSTANTIAL CLAUSES AND RCS 

How are we going to account for al I these in-between cases? RCs 
can be described perfectly with term-formation. Circumstantial 
clauses seem to fit perfectly into the category of sate I I ites. 
Most languages, however, are not so 1perfect1• To make sure what 
we are talking about we wi I I take two examples: UngarinJin and 
Oyirba!. UngarinJin is a language with typical circumstantial 
clauses,which can be read from Table 1. The parameters that are 
crucial.are 1the possible interpretations1, 1place in the MC1 and 
1case-marking1 UngarinJin scores'-)tor 1embedding1 and <_'tor 
1case-marking1 and has a number ot possible interpretations such 
as temporal, locative, conditional and RC. On the other hand, 
Oyirbal scores '+'tor both and can receive an RC-interpretation 
only. This is typical tor RC-type constructions. We can 
summarise these facts in the following table: 

number of 
interpretations embedding case-marking 

UngarinJin 4 

(Sate I I i te s of C i r cums tan c e ) 

Dv i r b a l 1 + + 

(RCs) 

To get more insight into the situation, we w i I I have to track 
down these parameters within FG. I t we understand In which 
component of the grammar the values of these parameters are 
decided on, we may be able to organise the languages in some sort 
ot order. 

The first parameterJ1the possible interpretations1, is actually 
not decided on in the grammar. As we have seen already, the 
whole matter of interpreting comes forward only in translating 
t h es e c o n s t r u c t i o n s ; ,. t o En g I i s h . 1 t i s , th e r e f o r e , no t pa r t o t 
the grammar ot a particular language, but would be part ot a 
comparative study of English and an Aboriginal language. I have 
sti I I used the set of interpretations for reasons of convenience, 
to show the connection with the traditional approach. Also 
describing an aspect ot Aboriginal languages in a language like 
English re9uires some comparison to keep the phenomena relatable 
to more common knowledge. 

The values ot both 1embedding1 and 'place 1n the MC1 are decided 
on in the Expression Ru I es of a I anguage. Most I anguages have a 
rule that puts the nominal plus a subordinate predication of a 
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complex term next to 
other words, the RC 
On the other hand, 
place the satellites 

each other in the I inguistic expression. In 
occurs next to the Head and may be embedded. 
many languages have an expression rule to 

of Circumstance 1n marginal positions. 

Case-marking is also decided on 1n the Expression Rules. Every 
language has rules to indicate how a particular semantic or 
syntactic function is expressed. For example a transitive 
Subject/Topic is suffixed with an ergative and Recipients mostly 
with dative, and so on. Thus subordinate predicates may be case 
marked the same as the heads. In a number of languages, however, 
this is not the case. In Kunjen the SC can have an RC 
interpretation. The expression of RCs, temporal and conditional 
clauses are morphologically related to each other. The SC may 
occur embedded but there is no case-marking of the subordinate 
predicate. In Bandjalang the case-marking is optional. 
Furthermore, some languages have RCs that cannot be embedded 
and have no case-marking>such as Tiwi. Whereas Tiwi has one 
particular way of expressing its RCs, languages such as 
Ungarinjin share one expression (affix) amongst tour different 
interpretations, including the RC. Thus we end up with three 
existing poss i bi Ii ti es: 

sharing 
NP-relative interpretations embedding case-marking· 

Oyirbal + 1 + + 
Kunjen + ( 3) + 
Tiwi + 1 

<... ' The fourth, theoretical possibi I i t v . t - +, does nat seem to 
occur. Yindjibarndi might have been a candidate for this 
combination of values, since I did not find any examples of 
embedded RCs. In this language, however, RCs are extremely rare 
and are in tact avoided in use. English RCs are mostly 
translated with conjoined structures, rather than SCs. So it 
would be speculative to suggest that Yindjibarndi represents the 
fourth possibility. 

A consideration to be taken into account in the analysis of the 
individual languages is that the restricting clause may be a 
separate term in apposition to the term it modifies, as suggested 
in relation to (65)6. in 5.2. 

Following a purely formal approach to the table, we could suggest 
to I abe I the SCs in Dy i rba I and Kunjen as RCs, as they have at 
least two + values tor these parameters. In the same way we 
could categorise Tiwi and Ungarinjin as languages having 
circumstantial clauses rather than RCs. In other words every 
language with two minuses are circumstantial types, others are 
RC-types. 

Although these parameters wi I I play a major part in the decision, 
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9f' 
suspect that we have to be caretu I and 90 into more deta i I to 

come to a proper assessment. One at the major aspects to take 
into account would be the history ot these constructions. As we 
will see in the next chapter, circumstantial clauses in many 
languages seem to develop into RC-type constructions. It would 
be interesting to put these SCs into their proper historical 
context. Again, this may be an impossible task, as I ittle data 
are available. Also, it is not my aim to discuss every 
individual language in detai I, but rather to compare and give 
general conclusions and suggestions. 

1 wi I I therefore give some comments on a tew languages only, with 
respect to the grammatical status of their SCs. Oyirbal seems to 
represent a clear example ot a language with RCs. The SCs are 
"pretty wel I confined ta NP-relative interpretations" (Dixon, 
1976, p.3), often embedded and strictly case-marked in agreement 
with their head. Furthermore, the sentence may contain more than 
one RC; 1n tact, any NP in a sentence may be 9ualitied by an RC. 

YankuntJatjara also represents a straightforward example. As we 
have seen, this language has both RCs and circumstantial clauses 
that are clearly distinguishable. Circumstantial clauses are 
ma r k e d i o ca t i v e , o cc u r i n ma r g i na I p a s i t i o n s a n d do not n e e d a n NP 
coreterential with an MC NP. The verb is non-finite, whereas the 
verb in an RC is finite or nominalised. 

As a last example we wi 11 take Oiyari. Austin (19816) discusses 
the three parameters as given by Hale (1976): (1) position 
(embedded or adjoined), (2) coreferentiality, and (3) semantics 
(interpretations). He concludes that in Oiyari the 'relative· 
clauses' are adjoined. They may receive an NP- or T- relative 

i n t e r p r e ta t i o n a n d th e s e a r e no t mu t u a I I y e x c I u s i v e . 1
' 1 t i s 

important to note that the Oiyari sentence it simply VAGUE as to 
the ;emantic connection between the clauses; the relative clause 
describes something which occurs at the same time as or before 
the main clause event." This is close to a definition at a 
circumstantial clause. The circumstantial clause in Oiyari may 
have an RC interpretation depending on context. 



6.0 TWO ~TERNATIVE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

Dixon suggests two alternative analyses with . regard to the 
historical origin ct RCs. The alternatives are exemplified by 
two languages studied by Dixon= Dv i r b a I and Yidiny (introduction 
in Dixon, 1976). 

The overwhelming majority ct SCs in Yidiny have an RC 
interpretation. They occur in marginal positions and are ct the 
non-finite type. Dixon suspects that they are entering the 
process ot historical change towards embedded RCs. 

The three inflections that can mark RCs in Yidiny are identical 
to the three case-markers tor dative, purposive and ablative, 
!}Q§, -9!::!, and -!!!!::! respectively. According to Dixon para I lel 
syntactic explanations can be given tor RCs and peripheral NPs. 
Therefore a plausible historical development would be: 

(69) Peripheral NP----> Adjoined RC----> Embedded RC 

A strong case can be made tor the last step in this 
analysis it we take the adjoined relative clause 
circumstantial clause and the embedded relative clause 
Aboriginal languages provide examples of al I the stages 
these two categories. More deta i I w i I I be presented in 
section in which we wi 11 also discuss the plausibi I ity 
first step. 

Dyirbal demands a different analysis. The language has two RC 
markers that are identical to two genitive inflections on nouns. 
In a transformational framework the possessive phrase can, 
therefore, be interpreted as a type of RC. A deta i I ed di sc::uss ion 
at the required rules and the order at appl ic::ation wi 11 tol low in 
the next section. 

Si I verste in has suggested ( in Dixon, 1976) that RCs 
derived from possessive phrases. This provides 
alternative view on the historical development= 

(70) 

diachronic:: 
to be a 
our RC. 
between 
a later 
of the 

are actually 
us with an 

Embedded possessor NP----> Embedded clause 

We wi I I have to address the question 
development is applicable to Dyirbal 
suggests that it is not. In his study 
concludes that the possessor in Dyirbal 
grammatical dative case relation and the 
the special form for adnominal dative. 

whether this suggested 
Silverstein (1976) 

of ergative systems, he 
is in underlying form a 
surface genitive case is 

In this chapter this development wi I I be examined first, as there 
is some I iterature on the subject of how to relate genitives with 
RC-markers. Subsequently we wi I I discuss the alternative as 
proposed for Yidiny. 

These two proposals are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
languages may have tol lowed (69) and some (70) or even the 

Some 
same 
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I anguage 6'3Y 
paths. 

6. 1. 1 

have developed different types of RCs via both 

RCS AND POSSESSIVE PHRASES. DIXON (1969) 

In a transformational grammar possessive phrases can be related 
on deep structure level to RC constructions. Dixon makes an 
attempt to prove this point tor both Dyirbal and Gumbainggir 
(Dixon, 1969). We will go through the analysis step by step. 

First, 
Oyirbal 

genitive 

the forms of the genitive and RC suffixes are similar 
and Gumbainggir and are suspected t~-~ cognate. 

In 

D y i r b a ! 
( 

Gumbainggir 

-ngu 
+ -ndji(n) 

N & Adj t -gundi 
Pron + -andi or -undi 

RC -ngu -andi 

The suft ix -D.g_J.U.D.l in Dy i rba I is opt i ona I I y added to -D.9!::!. When 
the genitive is tol lowed by another case-inflection, the use of - 
!J.QJ._U_D.2. is ob Ii gatory. 

In Gumbainggir the RC-marker -§D.9.l is stuck to either the verb or 
a noun in the RC, following the inflections. 

Dixon (1972, page 180) presents a list of the similarities 
between genitive and RC-mafk~rs in terms of phonology, 
morphology, syntax and distribution. The most important features 
are echoed here for convenience. In àl I dialects of Oyirbal 
genitive -D9!::! indicates a relation of present possession, whereas 
-!!!l indicates a past possession. Similarly in one of the 
dialects, Mamu, -D9!::! RCs involve imperfective and -!!!l perfective 
aspect. However, Mamu is the only dialect with both types ot 
RCs. This imp Ii es that -ml tor RCs is I ess common than -D9!::!. 
Interestingly there is a parallel in the distribution of these 
suffixes tor genitive constructions: -D9!::! is in more frequent 
and wider use than -ml- 

In addition there are 
example, both RCs and 
absolutive, ergative, 
Further, both a genitive 
the noun they qua Ii f y . 

striking syntactic similarities; for 
possession phrases can qua I i fy nouns in 

dative, instrumental and locative cases. 
and the verb of an RC agree in case with 

In Oyirbal the formation of RCs need the following rules: 

( i) NGAI-TRANSFORMATION. This is comparable to antipassivisation. 
A simplified version 1s that in a transitive construction 
the ergative is replaced by an absolutive marking whereas 
the absolutive NP receives the ergative suffix (or dative). 
The verb is marked -D.9êl- The new absolutive NP can 
subsequently be relativised. Recal I that in Oyirbal only 
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abso~tives are candidates tor relativisation. 

For example trom (71) to (72): 

(71) bayi yuri banggul yaranggu bagan 
there kangaroo-ABS there-ERG man-ERG spear-PRES/PAST 

)The man speared the kangaroo.) 

(72) bayi yara bagal-nga-nyu bagul yurigu 
there man-ABS spear-ngai-PRES/PAST there kangaroo-DAT 

(ii) RC-TRANSFORMATION wi 11 then delete the coreterential NP in 
the SC under the condition that it is an absolutive and the 
relative marker -a9y is added to the subordinate verb. 
Also the case-marking of the MC NP is copied onto this verb. 

i )TENSE DELETION must be applied to eliminate the tense 
marking at the subordinate verb. 

It we transform (72) into an RC and insert it in: 

(73) 

we get the tol lowing result: 

(74) 

bayi yara banaganyu 
there man-ABS return-PRES/PAST 

)The man is returning.1 

bayi yara bagalngangu bagal yurigu banaganyu 
there man-ABS spear-ngai-REL there kangaroo-OAT return~PRES 

/PAST 
1The man who speared the -kangaroo is returning home.) 

Possessive phrases are now treated as a special instance ct an RC 
construction, by inserting a dummy verb POSS(esses) in the deep 
structure. Thus the )the dog ct my friend) would be represented 
in the deep structure as (the dog: my friend POSS the dog). The 
derivation then starts oft with a simple transitive construction 
A POSS 8. After applying (ii) and (iii) we get: 

(75) Btc, A+ERG, POSS+REL+c ( in which c stand for a case-marker) 

Three additional rules are suggested to transform this structure 
into a possessive construction: 

( iv) AFFIX TRANSFER. This rule moves the relative and case 
markers onto the ergative noun under the condition that the 
verb is POSS. 

(v) ERGATIVE DELETION wi I I now delete the ergative marking, 
and 

(vi) POSS DELETION deletes the POSS verb. 

The end result is a possessive construction: 
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(76) 

For 

B+c,~+REL+c . 

example (Dixon, 1969) , is 
derived trom= 

(77) 

(78) 

The Agent/Subject in (77) is expanded as (78) and transformations 
(ii) and (iii) are applied, producing= 

(79) 

nJaln~ga guda-nggu badja-n 
chi Id-ABS dog-ERG bi te-PRES/PAST 

guda yara-nggu POSS-TENSE 
dog-ABS man-ERG 

nJalngga guda-nggu yara-nggu 
chi Id-ABS dog-ERG man-ERG 

POSS-REL-ERG badJa-n 
bite-PRES/PAST 

Applying now the AFFIX-TRANSFER rule (iv), 
POSS-DELETION (vi ) , we get: 

ERG-DELETION (v) and 

(80) nJalngga guda-nggu yara-ngundJin-du badja-n 
chi Id-ABS dog-ERG man-REL-ERG bite-PRES/PAST 

1The m a n i s dog bit the chi Id.; 

This is the common structure tor expressing alienable possession 
in Dv i r b a l , 

Inalienable possession (part-whole relation), on the other hand, 
is shown by simple apposition ot the possessed and possessor 
nouns. Inalienable possession the noun to which the REL-suttix 
is attached is the possessor. Un Ii ke case-markers, the REL 
sutt ix can be tol lowed by a case-suttix. 

Gumbainggir is similar to Oyirbal with respect to its possessive 
constructions. RCs in Gumbainggir are also comparable to 
Dyirbal. In the derivation the same rules can be used except tor 
the NGAI-TRANSFORMATION. Application occurs, however, 1n 
si ightly ditterent order and under ditterent conditions. 

(ii) RC-TRANSFORMATION is applicable in the same way, but the 
coreferent ia I SC NP 1 s not necessar i I y an abso I ut i ve. 

( i )TENSE DELETION is not applicable at this stage In 

Gumbainggir. 

( iv) AFFIX TRANSFER moves 
verb is POSS or not. 

the REL and case-marker whether the 

Possessive phrases are produced by the app Ii cation ot 

(v) ERGATIVE DELETION, and then 

( i i 1 )TENSE DELET 1 ON and ti na I I y 

(vi) POSS DELETION 
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Another laff9uage that behaves according ta these rules. is 
Bandjalang, or at least one at its dialects, Waalubal The RC- 
marker is -!Jê.:.- The genitive marker has a number at a I I c rno r p b s , 
of which the mast relevant ones tar the discussion are: 

short vowel + -IJ9ê.:. 
I ang vawe I + -1J9.9.:_ or -!Jê.: 

Under certain circumstances the -Q9.9.:_ farm may appear as -Q9_:. 
There seems ta be evidence ta relate the genitive and RC-suffix 
in terms of morphology. 

According to Crowley (1978), 
constructions we need a rule to 
the SC. The tense-marking at the 
the RC-marking Dê.:.- 

in the derivation of RC- 
de I ete the coreferent ia I NP in 
subordinate verb is replaced by 

The verb opt i ona I I y agrees in case with the head 1 n the MC. 
These steps are realised by RC-TRANSFORMATION and TENSE-DELETION. 
In the case of possessive constructions, Waalubal follows exactly 
the same path as Dy i rba I. Let me give examp I es of an RC and a 
possessive phrase respectively: 

(81) ma I i-yu dubay-dju buma-n i ma I a ngu: n v b a 
that-ERG woman-ERG ki I 1-PAST:DEF that-ABS snake-ABS 
gudjan-du ngadju wu I i ma-na: (-yu) 
stone-INST lsg-ERG tind-REL(-INST) 

) The woman ki I I ed the snake with the stone I found. J 

(82) ngadju n y a r r-n i ma l a r+n i baygal-ria:-ni 
lsg-ERG see-PAST:OEF that-ace man-GEN-ACC 

JI saw that man)s wife.) 

dubay-nyi 
woman-ACC 

(Nate that in the last example the genitive marker is -IJ~.:.- ln 
other phonological circumstances the marker may be -n9.ê.:. or one 
ot the other alternants.) 

Thus possessive phrases and RCs can be generated in closely 
related ways in D>'irbal and Gumbainggir, according to Dixon. I 
have shown that the set of rules as proposed tor D>'irbal would be 
applicable to Bandjalang. 

6.1.2 RCS AND POSSESSIVE PHRASES IN GUMBAINGGIR. EADES (1976) 

Dixon)s anal)'sis ot Gumbainggir was entirely based on examples 
taken trom the northern dialect described by Smythe (1950). 
Smythe's data, however, are very I imited. In total, 23 sentences 
involving RCs are repeated!>' used in his grammar. Furthermore, 
his data seems to be inaccurate, as shown convincing I y by Eades 
(1976). 
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The tol ld!aring tacts undermine Dixon1s analysis with respect to 
the AFFIX-TRANSFER rule. AFFIX-TRANSFER moves the relative 
marter and case-marker onto the ergative nouns (whether the verb 
is POSS or not). The assumption, therefore, is that the verb in 
the RC is case-marked in agreement with the coreferential MC NP. 

(1) In 20 ot the 23 examples, the Head at the RC is in object 
function. This means that the Head occurs 1n the absotutive case 
or in other words with zero case-marking. In these cases the 
marking of the SC would be zero accordingly. Thus whether the SC 
is actually unmarked or zero marked is an unanswerable question. 

(2) In the remaining three sentences, the Head occurs 1n A 
function and thus ergative case. In these examples, the SC is 
indeed marked -y (ergative is -~y or -y), which "could be taken 
to be an instance at ergative case-marking " (Eades, 1976, 
page 181). Eades, however, finds it speculative to draw 
conclusions with confidence, as she has not come across any 
supporting evidence in either Smythe or her own data (trom the 
southern dialect). 

Eades has even less than 23 instances at RC construction trom her 
fieldwork with the last speaker ot the southern dialect. This 
dialect of Gumbainggir seems to avoid RCs whenever possible. 
A I though repeated attempts to e Ii cit RCs to S and A NPs were 
unsuccessful, it is difficult to draw negative conclusions. 
There are only examples ot RCs to an NP in O function, in 

I ocat i ve and In i nstrumenta I cases. 

(83) nga:dya nya:wang gagu:ga bunydyingandi 
lsg-ERG see-PAST brother-S wake-PAST-REL 

JI saw my brother waking up.J 

The head 
object as 

of the RC is a kinship term and would be 
in the simplex sentence: 

marked tor 

(84) nga:dya nya:wang gagu:nga 

(where -09§. 
noun 9§.9.Y.:.) 

is the object case-marking on the kin and section 

Note that in the complex sentence the RC NP seems to be inserted 
rather than the MC NP. In other words, the coreferential NP 
fulfils the syntactic function it requires in the SC rather than 
the MC. This seems to be the case more often as in: 

(BS) yarang dawarang ngiyanggidam ma:rangandi 
DEM argue-PAST 3pl-S catch-PAST-REL 
dyunuybindu bulu:nggal 
chi I d-PLUR-A f i sh-0 

1They were arguing about the fish the children caught.1 

The common NP bulu=n9.9al "f i s l- ' occurs in O function,which is the 
syntactic role it plays in the SC. Compare the simplex sentence= 
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(86) yara913 dawarang 
DEM argue-PAST 

>They were arguing 

ngiyanggidam bulu:nggala 
3pl ti sh-LOC 
about the ti sh.> 

An alternative interpretation could be found in a phenomenon 
mentioned before and not uncommon in Austral ia, namely 
replacement. The SC is actually replacing the expected NP in the 
MC (see also section 2.2.2). Thus instead of: 

(87)a. 
b. 

(BB)a. 
b. 

I saw my brother waking up. 
They were arguing about the ti sh the chi I dren caught. 

a closer translation would be: 

1 saw - my brother woke up. 
They were arguing (about) - the chi I dren caught the ti sh. 

According to Dik ( in correspondence) these constructions are 
often ambiguous. In (BB) b., far example, the focus at the MC 
verb 'argue> could be >the c h i t d r e n s" catching', 'the children> 
themselves or >the +i s l- ". This is in contrast with (87) b. which 
represents only one possible interpretation. 

Eades has not mentioned this alternative interpretation. She 
goes on stating that, as the RC verbs are not marked tar 
agreement in case with the MC NP, there is na evidence tar 
transfer af case suffixes. Also in the Gumbainggir examplés the 
REL marker has nat been transferred from the verb ta the ergative 
noun. Eades has only found one instance af transfer af the REL 
marker (again na case-marking) but »tao much reliance should nat 
be .placed an isolated examples at this nature, elicited with 
difficulty from the last speaker. But it is clear that the 
>affix transfer> transformation which Dixon suggests an the basis 
of two examples in Smythe has virtually na support tram the 
southern dialect.» (Eades 1976, page 184) 

Wh i Ie emphasising the sim i I ar i ty between genitive and RC markers, 
Dixon seems to have missed the far more obvious formal identity 
between genitive and dative suffixes. Bath in the northern and 
southern dialect the genitive markers are made up out of the 
different dative suffixes plus the RC marker -l~lDQl- 

Eades also shows that Dixon's rules would generate 
farms in certain circumstances. For instance in the 
two examples of genitive constructions: 

the wrang 
tal lowing 

(89) ni :gargundi gamay mu=gu 
man-GEN-5 spear-S blunt-5 

>The rn a n i s spear is blunt.> 

( 90) ni :gargundiyu 
man-GEN-A 

io a n v d v i :dyu yi :nydyang gi =bar 
dag-A bite-PAST boy-0 

>The man>s dag bit the boy.> 
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Dixon's ru~s would have generated *ni:9ar-andi 
l'.'!d respectively, whereas the genitive really is 

and* ni9ar-andi 
-9!,d!}Ql in both. 

The underlying transitive structure and the rules as proposed by 
Dixon seem to work tor Dyirbal and apparently also tor Kuku 
Thaipan, according to Eades. For Gumbainggir, however, it would 
be more appropriate to assume a verbless sentence with the 
possessor NP as a beneficiary with respect to the possessed NP. 
This pattern is compatible with other verbless constructions 1n 
the language. Eades refers to work ot Silverstein (1976) who 
argues sim i I ar ana I v s e s tor Chi nook and Eng Ii sh. 

To describe the genitive as a type ot dative seems to be 
supported by more extensive evidence. In terms of TG this 
implies that the RC formation rule must be extended to NPs in 
dative case in the verbless sentences. The possessor NP would 
exist in dative case on a deeper level of the derivation and the 
RC suffix is added through RC formation (Eades, 1976). 

6.1.3 AN ALTERNATIVE: SILVERSTEIN (1976) 

Silverstein (1976) argues that the genitive case in Dv i r b a l is 
derived trom a dative form. This conclusion was reached after an 
extensive analysis of Dv i r b a l t s (and others') ergative case 
systems. Si I verste in imposed a hierarchy on these case systems, 
in which nominative and dative were assumed to be the most 
elementary cases. Further details of this analysis are not 
relevant to our I ine of argument. 

An add it i ona I argument trom Si I verste in may shed some riew Ii ght 
on the situation in Dy i rba I: " in the circumstances, with true 
transitive A possessor and O possessed, there seems to be a 
comitative adjective used, ... " (page 159). Dixon (1976a) 
discusses this construction in short. The affix is-~§ or -~llê 
(depending on the dialect) and can be stuck to nominals. A 
comitative form functions exactly I ike an adjective and takes the 
t u I I r a n ge o t ca s e s u f f i x es . Exam p I e s are : 

(91) ba Ian djugumbi I n j i n a n j u d j e d j e b i la 
there-I I-ABS woman-ABS sit-PRES/PAST chi Id-COM-ABS 

'The woman there is sitting with a child.' 

(92) ngadja guda-bi la 
lsg-S dog-COM-ABS 

'I have a dog.'/'l, (being) with dog.' 

According to Silverstein, the last example constitutes a 
sentence 1n contrast with (93): 

(93) ngaygu balan guda 
lsg-GEN there-Il-ABS dog-ABS 

'my dog' 

f u I I 

Thus the transitive construction with the dummy verb POSS, as 
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proposed Wy Dixon in the deep structure for possessives, is 
rather expressed by the comitative construction. 

As a last point I wi I I 9ive my reservations with respect to the 
theoretical side of the set of rules proposed tor Dv i r b e ! . · In 
Dixan)s derivation at possessive phrases a POSS verb must be 
de I eted, as there is na si 9n of a verba I form whatsoever in the 
surface structure. The tense-marker that could be expected has 
disappeared throu9h a tense-deletion rule. The affixes. are 
transferred and the er9ative suffix on the subject NP is also 
deleted. Moreover there is no independent evidence tar an affix 
-transfer rule. Al I in al I the derivation seems a bit farced 
into a particular set at rules and it lacks naturalness. 

6.1.4 DISCUSSION 

It should be clear from the previous sections that there is na 
real evidence tar relating RCs with possessive phrases in the way 
Dixon proposes. In other words, that the possessive phrase mi9ht 
be a type at RC seems ta be a speculative claim. 

There is mare substantial 
dative> as proposed by Si 
Eades tar Gumbain99ir. 

evidence ta relate the 9enitive ta the 
lverstein and as shown canvincin9ly by 

Althau9h TG is meant ta describe the synchronie state at a 
lan9uage rather than a diachronic development, the real value at 
Dixon's analysis may came torwa~d when we see the analysis as an 
historical process. Suppose that in an earlier stage of Dv i r b a l 
the ·poss verb did exist and the possessive phrase really was a 
type of RC, then at least we can explain the identity of RC and 
9enitive suffixes. 

One important paint has to be mentioned in relation to this view, 
and that is that Dyirbal daesoot shaw any sign at 9rammatical 
verbs at a I I. Thus it is nat an exception that a verb Ii ke 
)possess) (deep structure POSS) does nut exist 1n Dyirbal. 
Accord i n9 ta Di xan it is an empirica I fact that a I an9ua9e either 
has al I or mast 9rammatical verbs or has none. Dv i r b a l then is a 
lan9ua9e that has none which makes the assumption that the POSS 
verb has existed in an ear Ii er s t e s e hard to verity, to say the 
least. 

We seem ta be back at the start. In same lan9ua9es the RC and 
genitive affix are similar ar identical in form, but the only 
avai !able I iterature an the subject does not 9ive us any solutions 
as ta how to relate them. The only two clues we are left with 
are the two proposed developments as stated in 6.1. It is time 
to laak at the matter from a different an9le. 
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6.1.5 A F~CTIONAL APPROACH 

We are now left with the question; why is the genitive marker 
similar to the RC marker? or= why do possessor NPs and RCs take 
the same marker? ls their function similar in any way so we can 
explain their identical marking? 

In an article on non-verbal predicates, Dik (1980) analyses the 
Dutch possessive constructions. Although the formal expression 
of the Dutch possessor NP is quite different from the Aborignal 
genitive case-marking, its semantic relation is the same. The 
possessor NP functions as a restricting expression. Compare the 
term "the dog" with "John's dog". In the latter Jgbn~~ restricts 
the potential referents of the term "the dog" to the one 
possessed by John. Thus as an underlying term structure this 
wi I I be represented as: 

(94)a. (dlxi: dog (xi): 
N 

{(dlxj: John (xJ)) }(xi)) 
N Poss 

b. John's dog 

Jgbn functions as a possessive restrictor. 

Silverstein's suggestion now is that possessive phrases that have 
always been embedded in an MC NP have given rise to embedded RCs. 
In other words, the restrictive function of the genitive affix 
came into use in verba I predicates as we I I. 

The spread of the use of genitive affix may then have occurred in 
two different ways. First, the genitive marker was used as an 
indicat1on of restriction in certain types of SCs. lt would have 
been necessary for this SC to have an NP in common with the MC. 
Second, possessive constructions may have developed into RCs by 
introducing a verbal predicate. 

(95) dog John-of ----> dog (beaten John-by)-of 

(g± represents the genitive marker first and later the RC marker) 
This 1s sti 11 a very speculative suggestion, but may be a 
starting point for further research. The advantages are clear: 
this development or a similar one would explain the similarities 
in syntax, morphology, phonology and distribution between the 
genitive and RC marker, as mentioned in section 6.1.1. 

Dik ( in correspondence) offers us an alternative explanation. He 
suggests that the so-called 'genitive) was originally a sort of 
nominaliser, so that the relevant Dyirbal constructions could be 
paraphrased as= 

( 96) a. 
b. 

the dog, the John-one 
the dog, the l ki 1 1 ed-one 

The following arguments are given in favour of this hypothesis: 
( i) rt explains the occurrence of the same marker in both types 
of constructions; 
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( i i ) i t. ew- exp I a i n s. why the gen i t i v e i s the on I y J case J that can 
be to I I owed by other cases, as 

(a) it is very unusual tor two real cases to tol low each 
other, whereas 

(b) it is usual tor nominalised forms to take their own 
case endings. 

This suggestion gives us a third alternative viewpoint on the 
historical process: the RC/genitive marker may have originated in 
a nomina I i ser. 

6.2.1 THE SECOND PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT. YIDINY 

Let us now concentrate on the second proposed alternative 
development ot R[s: 

(69) Peripheral NP ----> Adjoined RC ----> Embedded RC 

The "a d.ic i n e d RCJ is, 
clause that may or may 
necessary condition is 
In some languages this 
an RC. 

as we have seen, rather a circumstantial 
not have an RC interpretation. The only 
that the MC and SC have an NP in common. 
circumstantial clause has developed into 

Dixon (1976) suggests that Yi d i nv is such a language. RCs can be 
marked by one ot three suffixes that are identical to the dative 
purposive and ablative case inflections. In addition, there are 
Par a I I e I syn tact i c exp I a nat i ans tar RC s and the car resp and i n 9 
peripheral NPs. 

In Yidiny about 85~ at SCs in DixonJs corpus can be translated by 
an RC in Eng I i sh, as they have an NP in common with the MC. 
Dative SCs nor ma I I y describe something that is happening 
concurrently with the MC. They are marked - o~~OQs which 
consists at the subordinate marker - o~~ and the dative - OQ§. 

(97) ngaya wawa: I minya muging bidu:ng buganyunda 
1-A see-PAST animal-ABS mouse-ABS eaglehawk-ERG eat-DAT SUB 

JI saw the mouse being eaten by the eaglehawk.J 

Although the same type at clause may lack a co-referential NP, 
it sti I I indicates that the SC state at affairs occurs at the 
same time as the MC. The SC is then a typical circumstantial 
clause that can receive different interpretations, such as 
temporal and conditional. 

(9B) mayi ngayu bugabuga:ny ngungu bama 
vegetable food-ABS 1-A eat-REDUP-PAST THAT-S person-ABS 
wunanyunda wurm ba 
I ie-DAT SUB asleep-ABS 

'I ate the vegetables while that person slept.' 

Dixon notes that the examples with co-referential NPs can 
sometimes receive both an RC and a temporal interpretation. 
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The Yidin~tacts may lead to the conclusion that the dative SCs 
were initially circumstantial clauses (or 1adjoined RCs1) but 
seem to have specialised in the RC interpretation. 

Similar evidence can be extracted trom the causal clauses. 
Around 90% ot the causa I SCs have an NP In common with the MC (in 
S or O +unction). The main ditterence with dative SCs is the 
time reference relative to the MC. Whereas dative SCs describe 
states-ot-attairs that occur simultaneously with the MC state- 
ot-attairs, the causal SC describes something that takes place 
prior to the MC state-of-affairs. 

( 99) ngayu wa I ba wawa: I i n y u yangg i : n v urn 
I-A stone see-GOING-PAST s e Ii t-CAUS SUB 

1 l went and saw the rock that had been sp Ii t. 1 

The MC can be qualified by both a dative and a causal SC as in: 

(100) bama: I ganya:r baga: I i n y u 
person-ERG a I Ii gator-ABS spear-GOING-PAST 
wunanyunda d y a b u bi I a: n y um 
I ie-DAT SUB ground-LOC go in-CAUS SUB 

1The people-went to spear the alligator who was lying inside 
(his lair) after having gone into (a hole in) the ground.1 

munu 
inside 

There are also 
a causal SC. 
ot the clauses. 

instances 
These are 

ot, tor example, a dative SC qualifying 
clear indications ot the RC-I ike status 

A s i m i I ar an a I y s i s can be g i ven for pur pos i v e SC s . 
suttic:e to say that its usual semantic: interpretation 
MC state-ot-attairs is performed I in order that1 
natural consequence ot1) the SC state-of-affairs may 

It w i I I 
is that the 
(or )as a 

be possible. 

6.2.2 PERIPHERAL NPS AND SCS 

The relationship between the peripheral NPs and the 
become clear with an example. For instance the causal 
expressed by an NP or an SC, as in: 

(101) a. The person is running away because of the woman. 

SCs w i I I 
can be 

b. The person is running away after/because he hit the 
woman. 

A s j rn i Le r- correspondence exists tor purposive, 
suffix used in SCs is not the same as the one used 
NPs. However, in an older stage ot the language it 

although the 
tor purposive 
was. 

For the dative the correspondence may not be so clear as yet, but 
the situation is actually slightly more complex. There is in 
tact a three-way correspondence as set out in the to I I owing 
table (Dixon, 1977, p.417): 
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Fill):\! (. ) 

(i:1·: :1 1'(";11'1 111') 
--"-=- ------- .. - ---------- 
lol·al '\!' 

peripheral 
:,yi:1:1.·1 i,· "':I' 
subordinate 
clause 

· !Ill/ ' · I!/ 

causal 
-tnu ,, --/IJ 

causal 
·.JIii 1 ,;Jti 

--------------- --- - ' - ·--. 
-//// i lil 

11:-,.;:,.1 ,FKt-:11 ( ') I 'j'I I ( ) 
(',11 ') I_ ( in or.Irr le,) 

---·-· ····- --- - I li,,::ti·, ,· 
I 

:ilhti1t· 
.. /,,. ~ .. fi,1 i -/,1 -, til i - 
d.it iv.. r,urpos11·e 
-11d,1 -fl/I ., 
d:itil ,: I'' !I l''J'·,I\'(' 

-na 

Since the dative is morphologically related to the locative, it 
becomes clear that dative SCs are circumstantial clauses. A 
sim i I ar correspondence was found in, tor examp Ie, YankunytjatJara 
where the locative suffix can mark circumstantial clauses (tor 
mare detail see section 4.2). Also, according ta Dixon, the 
dative case marks a 1passive1 peripheral participant, and in an 
SC it indicates some circumstance with no temporal or logical 
connection at purpose or cause with the MC. 

Although we can conclude from this discussion that SCs are 
related syntactically, morphologically and semantically to 
peripheral and local NPs, Dixon does not give any evidence tor 
his assumption that the SCs are developed out at peripheral NPs. 
It is not really clear that in the historical process the use of 
peripheral case-markers has extended aver SCs. This seems, 
however, a tai r enough assumption and we w i I I have to take this 
assumption for granted. 

6.2.3 FROM CIRCUMSTANTIAL CLAUSES TO RCS 

The dative SC may have different interpretations and occur in 
marginal positions only. When the SC has an NP in common they 
seem ta spec ia Ii se in RC i nterpretat i ans. Thus in Yid i n y there 
is evidence for the second step of the proposed historical 
process. As we have seen in the course at this paper, many 
languages show evidence for this second step, the only condition 
being that the SC should have an NP in common (usually restricted 
in its range of functions) with the MC. 

A further argument is that more than one SC can occur 
sentence as well as an SC qualifying an NP in another SC. 
tacts point at a typical RC-like status of the clauses. 

in one 
These 

6.3 SUGGESTIONS 

There seems to be substantial evidence in some languages to 
relate possessive phrases to RC-constructions and in other 
languages to relate peripheral NPs to circumstantial clauses and 
RCs. To come to final conclusions an historical trends in 
Aust ra Ii an subordinate constructions, a I ot more I anguage- 

i nd iv i dua I study has to be undertaken. Especially it has ta be 
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es tab Ii sh~ that there is some movement in the deve I opment. The 
relationship betwe~n the categories involved is clearly visible, 
but to prove that the situation has changed over time rs a 
different matter. The two major points that have to be 
established are (1) that circumstantial clauses are specialising 
in (restrictive) RC interpretations and that (2) the use of the 
genitive marking has been extended over SCs to define RCs. 

Although these two historical developments seem very plausible 
tor my sample of languages, we wi I I have to keep an open mind to 
possible alternatives. One has already been mentioned, namely 
that the genitive/RC marker may have developed out of a 
nominal iser. 
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7.0 CONC.,LJSlON 

Traditionally label led 'adjoined relative clauses', a wide range 
of subordinate constructions has been reanalysed in a functional 
framework. By using a number of parameters we could see the SCs 
in a wider than a pure\•1 syntactic perspective. Although al I 
languages seem to hav~ SCs somewhere between circumstantial 
c I a uses and RCs, I anguage~ i-rrd iv I çltnH research is needed to 
p i n p o i n t t h e i r e x a c t s t a t u s . '· i· · ·. ' (- : · 

The knowledge of how the SCs have developed historically w i I I be 
of great help in this reanalysis. ls the RC marking related to 
the genitive or has the RC developed out of a circumstantial 
clause ? l f the former is true, what IS or was the common 
function of genitive and RC marker ? 

Many suggestions tor 
given alongside actual 

~ :,,• (' \ '< 
language-ii:ldi11iauel 
examples. 

investigation have been 

In the process of analysing a particular piece of language, new 
questions arise. This paper is no exception. l have not tried 
to avoid posing these new questions. They relate to the 
distinction between finite and non-finite clauses. What are the 
determining factors for this distinction? ls there a functional 
difference between the non-finite labels 'participial', 
'infinitive' and 'nominalised'? 

Whereas we have related the parameters to the finite/non-finite 
distinction, further study is required to determine whether there 
is a particular hierarchy underlying the parameters. 

The study of these related problems may, 
I ight on the analysis of SCs as proposed 

in turn, shed some new 
in this paper. 
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NOTES 

1) It is virtually impossible to find languages from Victoria, 
Tasmania and from along the coast I ine of south west Western 
Aust ra Ii a. Yankunytjatjara, a I though spoken in north west South 
Austral ia, 1s a Western Desert dialect. The Western Desert 
language covers a large area of Western Austral ia (white area 
left of YankunytjatJara on Map 1). 

2) The spel I ing has been adjusted to suit the word processor. 
The changes i nvo Ive the to I I owing: 

(1) the transcription of the dorso-velar nasal /9/ as -ng- 
(2) the retroflex sounds are spelled as double letters, the 

sound itself precede by an -r-. Thus, -rl- stands for a 
retrof I ex I ab ia I, etc. These sequences do mt occur as 
such in Aboriginal languages (Dixon, 1980). 

(3) Similarly, interdental sounds are represented as 
consonants plus -h-. For example a dental -t- is 
transcribed as -th-. 

(4) Finally, lamino-palatal consonants are written with a 
fol lowing -y- or -J-. 

I follow the conventions as descibed in Dixon (1980: p.138). In 
copying examples from the various language descriptions, I have 
adopted thé fol lowing strategy: as I ittle changes as possible 
have been made: This meant that only symbols that couldn't be 
produced by the word processor have been transcribed differently. 

3) Al I parameters are relevant to finite constructions unless 
'finite' is non-existent. If 'finite' is 1

-' the values of the 
parameters are app Ii cab Ie to the non-fini te constructions. 
Usually if finite is'+' the same values are applicable to non- 
finite SCs. This strategy is followed partly for reasons of 
efficiency (in the table) and partly as a result of limited 
avai I able data. A more detailed picture of the situation wi 11 
become clear from the text. 
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